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HENRY VII I AID THE SIIALOALDIO LEAGUE 
' The first part of Burnet' e Bietor1 of the Reformation 
2! the Church !Lt, England ends with thts paragraph: 
"To conclude:· we have now gone through the reign 
of King Henry the Eighth, who te rather to be 
reckoned among the great than the~ princes. 
He e~oercised so much severity on men of both 
persuasions, that the writers of both sides have 
laid open hie faults and taxed hie cruelty. But 
as neither of them were much obliged to him, so 
none have taken so much care to eet forth h1a 
good qualities, as his enemies have done to en-
large on his vices: I do not deny that he ts to 
be numbered among t~e ill princes., yet I cannot 
rank him with the worst. 1· 
1 
His conclusion is a good 1nt~oduotion for a study of 
Henry's relation to the Smalcaldie League. Bo king haa had 
a greater impact on the development of English political and 
ecclesiastical history; but as far as hie own religious con-
victions were concerned, he wavered from side to aide as 
Tudor opportunism directed. 
This paper aims to show tbat in all Henry VIII'e deal-
ings with the Protestant League he was motlnted entirely by 
aims of Tudor policy. Bia object was to extend the eoope 
of absolutism within hla own realm, and also to preserTe 
1. ·Gilbert Burnet, !u Hlstou .Q.f. the Refsnation .Q.f. 
.tu. Church of planda ltcholu Poooci', J:d.; (~xford, lffS) 
Vol". !. , p. '""ls •<, . 
' ( '""',. , . 
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his dynasty in security on the throne of England, and ln 
the end, to preserTe for himself all the power and prlTilege 
which he discovered he controlled after a long reign of 
pursuing the first two objects. WhereTer religious nego-
tiation enters, it ls a motive of policy and not of conviction 
that governs Henry. 
To secure a background picture of Henry VIII and his 
dealings with the Smalcaldic League, it ls first necessary to 
consider hls political interests as eTidenced by his changing 
alliances with continental po• ers; to see the relationship 
between his moves and the struggle for supremacy ot power be-
t ween France and Charles V; and to realize the power of the 
Italian hand of the Pope in all these factors. 
Then a study of religious conditions in England and of 
Henry's personal religious stand will be necessary. For 
much of the Smaloaldic relation centers in the discussion of 
religious unity ae a prerequisite for political cooperation; 
and since it was Henry VIII that decided even religious 
questions, his personal attitudes are dec'ieive. 
Finally, a detailed view of the various overtures to the 
Smalcaldic League will flt into the political pattern of the 
balance of power and their outcome will be understandable in 
their relation to Henry's religious opinions (not to say 
convictions). Against such a background of the political and 
religious condlttons will appear the true relationship between 
Henry the Eighth and the Smalcaldic League. 
I; The Political Background of Henry• a legottattone 
with the Smalcald1o League: 
In this detailed listing of the changing alliance• 
pursued by Henry VIII in the course of hta reign, two object• 
are ·1n view. One is to show how his entire governmental 
policy is directed to foreign alliances aa a meane ot pro-
tection or aggrandizement. The other is, by tracing Henr-y•e 
other alliances, to make clear that the Smalcaldic attempt• 
were but one of a aeries and not motivated by any religious 
conviction whatsoever. The great amount· of religious ·diaouaston 
involved in the negotiations waa not inherent tn the motive 
of the alliance nor in Henry, bUt was rather thrust upon him. 
By the death of his brother Arthur in April of 1501 and 
the death of hia father Henry VII in 1509, Henry VIII acquired 
a wife and a throne. Tcge~her wtth this double acquiettion 
the eighteen year old ling of England found himself o~pytng 
a chair tn the game or Eul"~J>"an politloe; side by aide wttb 
him sat the astute rerdinand of Spain, while arranged arourad 
the table were Louts XII of rrance; K&%iailtan I, Holy Roman 
Emperor; Julius II, Holy rather of the Roman Church and ruler 
of the papal See; and others w~ oocaeeionally played their 
band - the Turb and the Soottieh ling,. Jaaee IV. 
Henry•a partnership with rerdinand of Spain was one of 
• 
the more valuable heritages· received from hta father, Henry 
VII. After years of negotiation and watching of each other'• 
fortune a treaty had been signed bet.ween Henry VII and Ferdinand, 
resulting in the marriage of Arthur, ·Prince of Wales, and Kath-
erine of Aragon. Fisher points out that there are few alli-
ances 1n all of English history as momentous as this with Spain. 
"That the hetr to the English throne should wed a Spanish in-
fanta was a pledge that the Tudor dynasty, however much con-
tested might be its claims, would at least receive the aupport 
of a great power in defending them. That the alliance wae 
founded upon a substantial community of intere·st ts proved by 
1te continuance for a space of 40 years. That it was ultimately 
I 
shattered was due to a coincidence of forces so strange, so 
powerful, and so varfoue that in the act of severance England 
was swept away from her immemorial mooring& to the Church of 
Rome."~ 
With the death of Arthur in April of 1501, the young alli-
ance reoei ved 1 ts fi1'st strain. By a t .reaty cencluded at Rich-
mond on June 23, 1503, both the king of Spain and the king of 
England bound themselves to work for a diapeneat1on from the 
Pope to allow Katharine to be married to Arthur's younger brother, 
Henry. This measure guaranteed the rest of the Spanish dowry 
to England as well aa the support for her new dynaety _and gave 
2. H. A. L. Fisher, The Hiatoa 2.t mnd trom !!aLAcer.aion !! Henn VII. to the qeath of · enr • Dr-'1H7.1 Vo • f o-f 
Tbe PfJ.Uioal ii(•toii: If icpg"Tai\, 11 · aa Huni, Reg1nal4 Poole, 
Eda. London, i 19) p •• 
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to rising Spain the support of another nation tn her relattona 
to France, Germany and Italy. 
The papal throne was occupied by Alezander VI at the tt•e 
the ag%eement was made between Henry VII and J"erdinand, bllt he 
died in August, 1501. Bis auccessor, Pius III, died in October, 
and was followed by Julius II. It waa not until near Isabella'• 
death in 1506, however, that the Pope granted the diepeneation 
for the marriage of Henry to his brother• s wife. In all the 
dickering that went on between Henry VII and Ferdinand before 
this second marriage alliance, relations became rather strained 
as each one tried to gain more than he conceded. But with the 
ascendancy of Henry VIII in April of 1509 and his marriage to 
Katharine on June 3, Ferdinand rejoiced in bis European position 
strengthened by an English alliance. The strength of England's 
bargaining power already at this time ia shown by Henry VII'e 
cool demand that Ferdinand first sanction a betrothal of Henry's 
daughter, Mary, to Prince Charles, Archduke Philip's oldest 
son• an alliance threatening Ferdinand's control of Castile, 
or else the marriage between Henry and Katharine would neYer 
t a.ke place. 
In France Louie XII was monarch and in the throne of the 
Holy Roman Empire sat Maximilian i~ The intricate relation 
between Maximilian and Ferdinand of Spain has much to do with 
England and the later .history. The Hapsburg policy wae designed 
to gain a solid, unified ring of their own poeseasiona around 
the empire. When Philip the Handsome, eon of Ma~imilian m~rried 
• 
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Joanna, the daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella, their _son 
Charles became potential heir of possessions in Auatria, laplea 
and Sicily, the Netherlands, Burgundy, and. all of Spain. Bia 
continual warfare as Emperor with France was caused by hie need 
of the Italian possessions in order to maintain contact with 
Spain. His interest in England, a8 well aa that of Ferdinand, 
was metivated by the control which England by ita position 
excercieee over the Channel. He needed that control to safe-
guard his commerce, expanding under ~he new world diacoTeriee, 
for his Netherland rivers were the highways to Europe, and. un-
less his goods could go through the Channel to the letherlanda, 
all his wealth was of no ve.lue. 
In 1503 James ·IY, King of Scotland, and Henry's daughter, 
Margaret, were, also for polittcal _reasone, married • 
. These were the first characters in the game of alliance• 
carried on by Henry VIII throughout hia reign, allisncea of 
which it is the purpose of this paper to show the attempts at 
a Smalcaldic alliance were but a phase. 
l. Henry VIII and the Holy League 
The first alliance 1nto which the young ting 1'811 drawn 
was precipitated by the action of the League of Oambray. Tht• 
League had been formed on December 10, 1508 under the guiding 
hand of the curia. Aragon, the Empire, J'ranoe and the Papacy 
united to join in a common attack against the republic of Venice. 
It was on April 2111509~ the year following, that Henry VIII 
became, king of England. On May 14, 1509, the armies ot Louie 
-' 
XII won the battle of Agnadello and France waa eoon •ater of 
moat of the Venetian territory. Thia was not welcomed by Jult• 
II nor by Ferdinand because their Italian poesesaiona were im-
mediately rather shaky. With this mot1Ye and the pree8111"e 
applied by Henry VIII who sympathisized with Ventoe and feared 
the growth of French power, Pope Julius II made peace wtth. 
Venice in February, 1510, and attempted enrolling Henry in· a 
league against France. On April 1, 1509, Prance and England 
had signed another treaty in spite of Henry's youthful zeal 
to crush the rising power of France. because of Ferdinand'& 
advice that the time was not yet ripe. But when the French 
took it on themselves on M~y 16, 1511, to oa11 a council -to 
meet at Pisa, and when on October 5 a league wa.s formed between 
Aragon, Venice and the Pope, Henry signed a treaty with Fer- . 
dtnand on llovember l? to go to war with France in the follow-
ing April, 1512. This was the Roly League of 1511. 
Examine Henry's motives for· this alliP-nce. The purposes 
of this Holy League were ostensibly "to defend the unity of 
the Church, to recover Bologna and Ferrara for the papal state 
and to restore to Venice her lost poeaesstone in Northern Italy. •S 
Although Hen~y "read the Emperor a solemn lecture upon the re-
spect due to papal authorlty•4 when be heard the repo~ that 
Maz1m111an was cons1deri~g sending envoys to the council called 
by France to Pisa, it ls obv1oue that Henry's interests were 
not in defending the papal states nor directly concerned with 
3. 
4. 
Fieber, .2J2.• s.11• p. l ?O. 
Fisher, .!!ll!• p. 171. 
!-!'i!<f l-LLA r'F :\.: _ 1 .,u. · t. ·d~ LltiKiU•{X 
CONCL l ;, . S .: . ,liAjiY 
ST. LvuiS. MO. 
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Venice. Ferdinand joined the League aa an opportunity to 
------- atack Navarre, for a special proviso of the League promised 
that if any· conqueete were made by a member outside of Italy, 
the Pope would confirm the conqueror in his poaaess1on of them. 
Thie proviso may have interested Henry. For England's ad-
vantage the treaty with France should have been preserved --
it maintained peace in the Channel and brought in a tangible 
benefit in tribute money. Moreover, a war with France, for 
which England was utterly unprepared -- it had been half a cen-
tury since England had engaged in serious warfare -- was almost 
certain to result in trouble with Scotland. The alliance be-
t ween Scotland and England by the marriage of Margaret and 
James IV had been one of the c~ewning diplomatic accomplish-
ments of Henry VII, and a great step in the unifying of Great 
;.;r1 tain. 
Yet a war with France would make Hr-nry popular with the 
nobility. His reputation as a sportsman would be enhanced by 
a more worthy reputation as a soldier. His theological mettle 
was called into play by the question of the schismatic French 
council at Pisa. "England bad nothing to gtin by an attack on 
France, but Henry was young, and the English nation w~s, in a 
certain sense, also young. It was conscious of the strength 
brought to it by restored order, and waF. quite ready to use 
this strength in an attack on its neighbors. In this young 
English court it was ignorantly thought that there was no reason 
why Henry VIII should not take up that work of conquering 
-9 
France which had fallen to pieces in the feeble hand.8 of Henry 
VI.5 These were the motives of Henry•a first alliance. 
2. Alliance with France, 1514 
.~he war which followed brought no military results to be 
recorded by English history es distinct achievement, but it did 
'bring to power Thomas Wolsey. It was on him that the task of 
organizing equipment and mobilizing an Engli8h army tell. Ris 
genius for administration was at ·once apparent. It was not 
his fault that the whole plan was a f a ilure. Due to structural 
vrnaknesses a,nd the casual system of recruiting seamen for the 
I 
xudiameniary English n~vy, as well as the difficulty of main-
t a i ning contlnuoua supply lines. the English fleet assigned to 
harass the northern shores of France was in the main ineffective. 
The troops sent to Spa in to cooperate with Ferdinand in an attack 
on France from the south was an utter f ~ilure. Dysentery, 
prohibitive prices and no beer resulted in the mutinous decision 
of the whole army that they would return to England rather than 
face a Spanish winter.6 The basic cause of the fiasco was 
Ferdinand. Instead of the support he had promised, the 
English foroee were kept inactive in the heavy rains while be 
himself captured bis special prize the Kingdom of Uavarre.7 
His purpose was to convince Henry that German raercenaries were 
5. James Gairdner, The English Church J.a !I!!. Sixteenth 
Oent!!jy, p. 383. 
• rteher, 22· £11. 178. 
7. Gairdner, a.I!· .£11.. p. 20. 
• 
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essential, leaving him to realize tor himaelf that English money 
would be equally eaeent1al. The moral which HeD.r}' actually 
did recognize 1n the whole affair was •that Ferdinand waa a 
slippery ally.n8 
In spite of thia and of hie council's eagerness for peace, 
i .n spite of the tact that all his reasons for beginning the 
war in the first place had been answered bJ' the crushing defeats 
suffered by F.rance at the hand of the Spanish and papal force• 
and by the complete scatte~ing of the schismatic council, 
Henry resolved to continue the war. He bad made great plane 
for an invasion of France and to haYe given them up immediately 
after the Spanish disa~ter would baYe been an admiesion that 
England required rescue by the European powers. He waa aleo 
being courted by the new Pope, Leo X, who sent a cap and sword 
to Henry and promised Cardinal Bainbridge that he intended to 
confer on Henry the tile of •11ost- Christian King" which bad 
been forfeited by the King of France.9 In the summer of 1513 
Henry himself landed at Calais-with the whole might of bia 
medieTal army. 
Jullua Iliad died in 1ebruary of 1513. The conclaYe 
elected Cardinal GioYann1 de' Medici, Leo I, who not only 
wanted to drive the tnYading French and Germane out et 1,a1y, 
· bu, also to advance the power of hie house by placing hie brother 
on the throne of laplee. This neoeseartly brought him into 
8. rtsher, il• cit. · p. 178. 
9. Oairdner ~ .sm,. 01 t. P• 23 • 
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conflict with Ferdinand. but the Holy League continued; for 
Louis XII made an alliance with Venice, which drove Maz1m111an 
of Germany into the Holy League by a treaty signed at Mechlln 
on April 5, 1513. Four days before hie envoy signed t~le treaty1 
Ferdinand signed a year's tru:ee with Louie. 
Henry's armies defeated the French at Ouinegatte and took 
Terouenne and Tournai. Meanwhile the expected attack by Scot-
l and was repulsed and James IV killed at the Battle of ll'lodden. 
On October 17,"1513, a new treaty was signed: at Tournay against 
France between Maximil~an, Margaret of Savoy, regent of the 
Netherlands, . and Henry. As another diplomatic stroke, Mary, 
the sister of Henr~ and Charles, grandson of Maximilian, heir 
of Castile and the Hapsburg lands, were scheduled to be married 
before May 15, 1514. 
Henry's impression of his sly ally and fnther-in-law, Fe?-
dinand, was strengthened as he saw him plotting a marriage 
alliance with France that would give him undisputed possession 
of Naples, the French claims on Milan, and security in la~re. 
Maximilian was a partner in this plot. Henry proceeded to beat 
them at their own game, by-declaring the marriage treaty be-
tween Charles and his sister Mary broken by the perfidy of the 
emperor, and arranging a match between the gouty-and-fifty-two 
King Louie XII and the seventeen-year old Mary. Thia peace 
with France was concluded on July 10. 1514. Henry was to re-
ceive additional tribute money from France, poeeession of 
captured Tournay, and England and France were to aeslet 
13 
one another against common enemies. After a proxy marriage 
in October, Queen Mary sailed for Parle. and Charles Brandon, 
Duke of Suffolk, was instructed to ask Louie if he would uetst 
Henry in expellin~ Ferdinand from Nayarre.10 
Thus by devious pathways of changing alliances Henry 
moved in three years from an allinaoe with Ferdinand agatnat 
Fra.noe, to a treaty with France designed to spite Ferdinand. 
A table of the thr.ee year variations makes more eYident the 
separation between father and son-in-law. (Ct. next page.) 
Henry• s break with Ferdinand by the treaty of marrriage 
with Louis XII tn 1514 was "a brilliant counter-move to Fer-
dinand' a insidious project and it was capable of epecioue 
justifica.tion."11 For Henry could easily say that if the 
emperor had not broken his treaty agreement by joining Ferdi-
nand, Henry would a.lso have kept his. Tb,i·~ eelt~ponra1t of 
Henry is as open to eueplcion as· the peiture spread by ent.hue-
i a.stic supporters when Henry returned to his parliament in llov-
ember, 1513, after his French victories. A pious obaerYer 
is quoted by Fisher a• aay1ng. "Let all other Ohrlatlan prince• 
take example by this unconquered king., and be prepared to 
pour out wealth and blood aa he has done ln defence of the 
Church, to g·a1n both from God and· man the sue reward for 
their labor. Further, let them take from him a eingular ex-
ample of fidelity, for after a war proolalmet by the confeder-
ates of the Church against the achtamatice, some ha~e vacill-
ated ln their obeerYanc~ of treaties; others have broken faith; 
but he alone had not only most faithfully perforaed ht• promise, 
10. Fisher, 22.• cit. p. 192 11. Fisher, Ibid. p. 191 
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but .even exceeded it.•12 By others •he was held up aa the 
type of the Christian warrior, braYe, clement, dlslntereeted.•13 
Henry•e disinterestedness is open to queetion. lor can thte 
suspicion of Henry's true purpose be allayed bJ the claim that 
his origl~al good purpose was changed by Ferdinand's duplicity. 
It is true that at first 1 hia foreign policy was greatly in-
fluenced by his father-in-law, Ferdinand of Aragon•l4 bat 
~n ~ rch 22, 1512, the month before the Holy League agreement 
demanded that Henry place an army on tbe field against France, 
he pressed Julius II to prepare a brief •tranafering to the 
King of England the title and the p~ssesslollll ~f the·moe~riattan 
King of France in the eve~t of the English &1'118 being blessed 
with viotory.nl5 It baa already been. pointed out that Henry 
persisted in hie attack on France in 1513 in spite of the fact 
that his originally alleged purposes of drlYing the foreigner 
ou, of Italy and scattering the sohlamatlc council ·of Plea 
had been accomplished. Added up, these facis giYe a hollow 
echo to the title "Christian hero.• 1 It was clear that in 
a,piomacy he had now nothing more to learn eYen ·from Ferdinand.•16 
• , . . · . 
And·what he learned was put into practice throughout ht• reign 
as he continually shifted bis weight from alliance to alliance 
to preserve England•s position on the 110st powerful side. 
12. 
14. 
15. 
18 • 
13. Fisher, lllsl• p. 189. 
Oalrdner, !!a• .o.11.. p. 18. 
Fisher, ll• s.ir.-p. 190. 
12!4· p. rsa. 
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3. Diplomatic June-Bagging 
What seemed like a rather permanent alliance was rudely 
disrupted by the death of Louis XII 1n January, 1515. J"ranola 
I renewed the alliance with England on April 5. After a1mil&r 
treaties wi~h Charles, now ruler of the letherlande, Venice 
and Genoa, and negotiations with the Pope, be crossed into 
. 
Milan and completely conquered it on September 13-14, 1515. 
. . { 
Wolsey, now Cardinal, hampered by lack of supply and yet fear-
ful that Francis would destroy the balance of power in Europe, 
carried on a policy of outward peace, but underhandedly supplied 
money to Maximilian in an attempt to push Francia out of Milan. 
Henry said to Giustintan, "I am contented with my own; I wish 
only to govern my own subjects; but neTert~elees, I will not 
allow anyone to have it in his power to govern me.• 17 
On January 23, 1518, the death of Ferdinand and the aoc~saton 
of Charles to the throne of Spain brought another disturbing 
factor to the scene. In the negotiations from London and Parle 
for the goodwill of the eighteen year old monarch, France 
· emerged auoceestul with the treaty of loyon on August 13, 1518, 
between Charles and Francis. In December, Maximilian joined 
the treaty in ~pite of all Wolsey&• efforts, and on llarch 11, 
1517, the three continental powers pledged themaelTe• to re-
otprocal _proteotion of their atatea and talked of a crusade 
against t~e threatening Tµrt. Thie was too much for England, 
and, swallowing pride, she managed a diplomatic triumph on 
l?. nu.. p. 200. 
18 
October 2, 1518 .. in getting signatures on a treaty of un1Tersal 
peace from France, the empire, the papacy, and Spain • .. 
Wolsey's policy ot peace waa not one of philanthropy. but 
because he felt that England, thinly populated and with no •tand-
ing army,could be more influential in times of peace than tn 
war.18 But no alliance with France was pop12lar among the nobtltty, 
and Henry's own desire for influence aa well aa tbe Inglish 
good will toward Austria led to further wars wtth France. Kaz-
imilian died on January 19, 1519, and tn aplte of efforts by 
Francis and HP.nry, himself, Char~es of Spain waP the obYtoue 
choice ot the German electors for Emperor. He waa elected Obarlea 
Von June 28, 1519. Poaaeesed of more lands than any other 
continental monarch, he ruled Spatn1 Austria, Naples and Stelly, 
the Netherlands, the county of Bur~ndy or hench Coate. A 
struggle between Charles and Francia was inevitable. Woleey 
tried to maintain peace, engineering the meeting of l'rancia 
and .Henry on the border of the territory of Calaie, June, 1520, 
called The Field of the Cloth of Gold; but ts waa the lat!lt 
trilliaot outcome of the Anglo-French alliance of 1518, and 
.was preceeded and followed by meetings between Henry and Charles 
betokening .an!• moTe in Henry's shifting alliances. Although 
Henry sent Wolsey to Calais to arbitrate the differences 
between Francis e.nd Charles whtch had· led to the beginning of 
war in 1521, he wee really to bind closer the Imperial-English 
allianoe,whlcb he did on November 24, 1521 • . After a Tlsit to 
18. .Suuel R. Gardiner, ! Student• s Btetory 2t J:pgl.Apd, P 388. 
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:England by the &nperor i _n 1.!ay; 1522, England was definitely 
at war with France. Once again Henry saw opportunity for crueh-
ing French amb.1tion and ezaltirig his own p~eatige and power. 
Wolsey "believed that he was on the aide ot victory; he profesaed 
that he was on the side of holiness; he had labored, not per-
haps in vain, that victory and holiness should not be associated 
with any pecuniary sacrifice for Henry, for himself, or for 
hie friends.•19 
It is pertinent to note here that among Mhia f:rienda1 
were included the papacy, whose interests were included ·1n the 
league of 1521, whose aympathetic ears heard of the duplicity 
against France, who rejoieed that the Imperial armies droTe 
the French out of Milan on lovember 25, 1522, and who had 
named Henry Defeneor Fidel on October 11, 1521, for his ·refu-
tation of Luther's treatise by his Aaeertlo Septem Sacramentorum. 
First indications that imperialist and Englieh interests 
were only partially and intermittently identical appeared 
when Charles did not advance Wolsey for pope in the conclaTe 
of January 9, 1522, when Adrian VI Wp,s chosen. By the end of 
1523 the English balance sheet showed only losses, loaa of 
the French pensions, loe·ees 1n a Scottish war, and nothing 
gained in the way ot French poeetaeione. But Henry wae still 
hopeful, and the campaign plans of 1524 were deaigned to mate 
Charles bear the brunt of the military effort. The attaet was 
as great a fall'ure as the preTious year•e. 
19. Flehe:r, !a• 2.ll.• · p. 234-. 
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Suddenly news came tba1: on February 24, 1625, the tmpertal 
forces stormed Pavla, completely routed the J"renoh and even 
captured Francis. Charles ia aa1d to haTe receiTed the newe 
"Quietly and humbly, aaylng it would enable btm to pa.olty Ch%let-
endom and to turn bia forces against the infidel, the eingle 
wish of hie life. Far different were the first deduottone 
..,. 
d:r t:iwn from the event in England. •Bow,• said Henry to the 
Flemish commissioners, 'ia the time tor th~ Emperor and my-
self to devise the means of getting full eatiefactlon from 
" h'ance. u 20 
It immediately became evident that Charlea V was finished 
with the .war-~ he had gained bis object a~d would adVance only 
lf expenses were paid by England. Wol sey tried in Tain to taz 
the English again, but the ardor for pea~e made him adopt the 
escape be bad already planned in June, 1524, when F.renoh agents 
from Louise of Savoy, Franota• .mother, were negotiating with 
him in London. On August 14, 1525, a truce was signed between 
France and England for which Jll"ance had to guarantee a peneion. 
If Henry, Defenaor Fidei, bad really been interested in 
the fate of the Holy Catholic faith from 1515-1525, he would 
have found an appropriate foe in the adVanoing Turk. While 
he wae squabbling with thereat of .Europe over a emall Italian 
duchy,_ Bullman I lengt~ened the Ottoman away oTer Keaopot~ta 
and Syria in 1518; won Egypt tn 151'1. In 1522 Cyprus and Rhodee 
ao. n.a. p. aM. 
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fell and· by 1528 the Turk was ready to destroy the ohiT&lry 
of Hungary at Mohacs and open the door of ElJ:1"ope. Instead ot 
tha.t Henry began a t~n year period of diplomatic June-bugging 
which he began in a nominal alliance with France meamrhile pay-
ing the emperor to oppose him, and ended in an alliance with 
the emperor, the meanwhile making treaty talk wit.h Louise of 
France. 
There is no doubt that during this period Henry was being 
used by continental powers as much as he himself was ueing the•. 
While these examples are therefore no more a condemnation of 
Henry's foreign policy than of the entire diplomatic web of 
that period, yet they are. sufficient indicatio~ that Henry's 
policy was directed purely for the aggrandianent of hi~ own 
power, and euff~ci~nt also to brand bis later negotiation with 
the Smaloaldic League as purely political with religious 
considerations thrust upon him. 
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.ft. The League of Cognac, 1528 
·From this time forward the pol icy ot Heuy changes trom 
one of secret hope of conquest in F. aace to one of aatntatn-
ing a balance in Europe while England's monarchy settles tta 
despotic sa.ddle more firmly. This ie the period tn which 
Henry's divorce from Katharine becomes the ocoaeton for the 
divorce of the English ChUl'ch from Roman domination. It le 
under this policy that the threat of alliance and attack by 
continental powers causes Hen%}' to turn tor support to the 
Smalcaldi o Le.ague. 
In 1525, England turned from donquest, to diplomeey tor 
security. Wolsey "had two ends in view, first to ob~ain great 
sums of money for the King of England under pretense of war, 
second to keep the French King and the Emperor 1n perpetual 
war and distrust. 1 21 By the Treaty of Madrid of January 14, 
1526, Francis gained his re~eawe ~om imperial imprisonment 
"though on very hard terms, .if anything can be hard that sets 
a king out of prison.• 22 It was now the ambition of Charle• 
that was to be feared in England. By the Holy League of 
Cognac formed on May aa by England, France, Florene~, and Milan, 
it was hoped that the ambition of Charlee could be checked. 
But by July 25, Milan, fell to the imperial troope and Cardinal 
Colonna, a Ghibell·tne enemy .of Clement, bad sacked Rome. At 
this time a European peace might have been effected, but English 
. diplomacy feared tbat J'ranoe, Venice and the papacy would 
eettle wlth Charles to England's danger· - for •Charle• •a• 
moderate; Clem.ent wae .frightened; Venice Wfl8 tnollned to a truce; 
21. Ibid. p. 257 22. Burnet, 2.£· cit. p. 27 Vol.I 
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Francis was only anxious to recoTer bie ohildren.•2S Tbe 
result was an Anglo-F.renoh treaty signed on April ao, 153?, 
by which ~ngland hoped to force Charles to join the League of 
Cognac. 
When on Kay 6, the Imperial forces pillaged Rome and made 
the pope a prisoner of Charles, another reason aroee aatlng 
the close alliance wtth France easential. For it wae at thle 
time that Henry was v.•eaving plans to diToroe Iatharlae ln order 
to marry Anne and secure a possible male heir to the Englleh 
throne. With the pope, who alone could annul his marriage, 
in the hands of Charles, it wae going to take more than EJ1811eb 
pressure to force t~e curia to braTe the emperor's displeasure 
by declaring that Katharine, the aunt of Charles V, bad not 
all these eighteen years been-legally married at all. 
The diplomatic calculus employed by Henry in these deal-
ings with the papacy will be touched on in connection with Henry•• 
attitude toward the Roman Church.' It need o.nly be _ mentioned 
here that though ae Simlq,onetta, a noted canonist, aaid, •A 
sick man on consulting a phyaician does not himself prescribe 
the medicine, ••• Wolsey not only wrote out the preeor1ptions, 
but bullied the doctor.•2• BT April, 1528, French arma almoat 
controlled Baples and conoesslone were forced from the pope. 
But by October the situation in Italy ~d been revereed, Clem-
ent was forced by the prospect of losing all hie temporal 
estates to listen to the offers of Charles. Wolsey' a tottering 
as.· J'isher, .5m. all.· p. as2 a,. nu,. 21s-
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policy came crashing about ·htm as Loutee, the mother of ~ancte, 
and Margaret~ regent of the Netherlande, settled the dlfferenoea 
of Charles and Francie at the Ladies• Peace of Cambray ln 
June, 1529, and ae Charles and Clement signed a treaty at 
Barcelona on June 29. 
That was the wreckage of the Holy League of Cognac. 
With its collapse went the fall of Wolsey. The great seal went 
to Sir Thomas More; Stephen Gardiner succeeded to the see of 
Winchester, and Thomas Crom yell rose ra.pidly in .Henry• e e•-
timation as apolitical successor to Wolsey. Bow Henry's actiona 
were motivated by a combination of alms - he wished to threaten 
the papac.y with the" .. los.s of England by proceeding with the 
( 
subjugation of the English Church to the CJ'Olrn, 1 hiQting not 
obscurely of schtem, giving.rope to the Lutheran pamphleteers 
and printers, and creating an impression that he favored the 
new learning; 1 25 an~ at the amie time he wished to prepare 
for a possible war with Charles v, now not enly concerned about 
the fate of hie aunt, but about the beret teal tendencies in 
England, even as he was combating those in Germany at the end 
of the Second Diet of Speier. 
5. J:nglisb Aggrandizement, 1530-1~45 
In December, 1530, the attorney-general filed in the 
court of the ting's bench a charge against the entire clergy 
of England for bavtng violated the statutes of proviso .. and 
. 
praemunire by recognizing Cardinal Wolsey's authority ae legate 
as. Ibid. p.303 
of Rome. "The primary object of the royal device wae to 1'1"1ng 
money from the Church in view of a possible war with Spaln.•38 
One of the members of the ·aouae of Commons named Tene Tentured 
to say that Mthe king should be petitioned to take be.ct hie 
wife and treat her well, as the emperor, who would not abandon 
the cause of his aunt, could do them far more mischief than 
any other power •••• Temee•e motion appears to haTe been seconded, 
and carried with general applauee ••• • 27 
That the King was always conscious of the rtet that the 
country would be declared echtsmatic and become the object of 
a Catholic crusade appears again as the le~gue with J'rance was 
refreshed in September, 15~2. 'The cardinal feature of his 
diplomacy was to keep well with Francis and to associate that 
monarchy with every step in the great matrimonial manoeuTre 
which threatened to lead to a breach with ·cbarlee.•28 A meet-
ing of the two monarchs •~s held _in October of that year. 
Henry's policy being that the combined pre~sure of the two 
countries should be brought to bear on the Roman pontiff, t~o 
French cardinals were eent to Rome to press the diwrce. The 
first 1ndioat1Qn of the ,efection ot Franc& from the Inglish 
cause, the moves by Francie to wed his second eon, Henry, the 
· Duke of Orleans, and Catharine de' Hed·ic1, the niece of the pope, 
was used by Henry as an attempt to get papal consent to hie 
ma.rrtage; he urged that ·Francie make the Kediol' alliance con-
ditional on the popeie consent to Henry's marria.ge to Anne. 
28. !W,. p. 307. 
2 7. Ga.ir,dner, .22.• .£it• p • . 117. 
28. Fisher, .9.2. cit. p. 321. 
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But for the present the policy of playing France agai1111t the . 
Empire was successful, for although the plan of employing force 
against England was considered lri the imperial counoil,a9 it 
was rejected. 
Henry left no opening unopened, howeYer, in his attempt 
to fina an ally against the empire and France. Ae the final 
chapter • 111 show, Henry• s agents were buey during thie per-· 
iod, first of all to secure favorable d1Yorce opiniona from 
the German Protestants by which they would give him moral 
support against the emperor and the pope; secondly, he sought 
actual alliance with the Smalcaldio League aa the possibility 
of a religious crusade against England made the royal couch 
a sleepless one. 
Further strain on the F.rench relations 1'h1ch prepared 
the way for Smalcaldic soundings, was made by Henry after the 
papal bull of exoommuntcatlon came out against him on July 11, 
1533. He tried to break off a·n interview pending between Clem-
ent and Francis and notified the pope that he appealed to a 
general council. Francie Yalued the English alliance ae an 
aid against the emperor and was happy to see the diYOrce caee 
split the Anglo-Spanish connection; but thie was •an absolute 
reversal of the policy agreed upon between them, which wae to 
win the pope by offering him the meane of eacape from the council 
demanded by the F.mperor.30 •A• taet a• I •tUdY to win the pope,' 
39. 
30. 
lJwl. p. 32a. 
Gilrdner, .2.R.• .ill• p. 143. 
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Francis said to Gardiner, •Ye study to lose him. Ye require 
a general council that the emperor deaireth, and I go about 
to bring the pope from the emperor and you to drive him to 
him~ And can my brother call amuncil alone? Ye have clearly 
marred all. 'n 31 
And he had. But Henry knew he bad got all the indulgence 
he could expect from the pope and seemed not to care for the 
feelings of his ally as to hie change of policy. The ting'• 
council sat almost daily preparing the details of the eccles-
iastical revolution, while the preparations for defense against 
a possible invasion by the emperor to give effect to the papal 
sentence included coastal fortifications, navy repairs, and 
munition supplies. At the same time ambassadors were despatched 
"to conclude a league with Poland and Hungary, with the German 
princes and the Banse towns. 0 32 In England the period from 
1534 to 1540 was a reign of terror during which Henry's refor-
mation was unalterably riveted upon the English people; for 
he had reached the point in policy that zequired complete 
acceptance by the entire nation of the two controversi~l 
questions. If any would refuse to accept Anne &a truly queen, 
the unbroken succession to the throne was threatened. If any 
would still regard the pope as supreme, they must of necessity 
regard excommunicated Henry as an imposter on the throne. w1ng-
land would be divided into two halves, one owning allegiance 
to Henry, Anne, and Elizabeth, the other to the Pope, Katharine, 
31. 
aa. 
Fisher, 21?..· £l1. p. 323. 
ll!a· 321: 
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and Mary. There might be civil war; there might be foreign 
1nvae ion." 33 
Into this same period, roughly speaking; fro• 1634-1540, 
fall the principle negotiations between Henry and the 8118.loaldlo 
League, which will be examined in the l ast section of this 
paper. By this survey of the cbanging political acheminge of 
Henry, however, the type and purpose of embaeeies deapatohed 
to the German princes are obYloue. In the later negotiations 
when France and Germany were actively engaged in war, there 
was some hope 1n ·tbe back of Henry's mind that by an alliance 
with the increasingly atrong Smalcaldic League he would be 
able to dominate the empire, the papacy and possibly alao France, 
making himself master of all Europe;34 but .at this time Henry 
is seeking support against possible invasion. The Spanish 
alliance with which his reign was ushe,ed in baa been broken 
by the fact tli'at the once friendly Spanish king ia now alao 
the unfriendly Finperor. The frlendehlp of the papacy which 
had helped him to combat the early ambitions of Francia I and 
later the rielng power of Charles, and had earned him the title 
of Defensor Fidel had been .shattered on .the wreckage of hla 
Spanish marriage -- the diToroe which Henry ~ad convinced 
himself w~s necessary for the inlnterrupted auoceaslon. 
Thia break with the papacy, moreover, had to be made complete; 
33. lW.· p. 33?. 
34. Henry E. Jacobs, The Lutbepn llovpent 1n England,p.5S. 
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the irritant of successive acts of separation had to be 
applied lest papal decrees be accepted in England as of more 
authority than those of the king and deprive the harried mon-
arch of hie very realm. And this in spite of the obY1oua fact 
that every motion against the papacy further alienated Charles 
Vas Emperor and as nephew to Katharine. In regard to his 
aunt,' the least pressure on the pope was pressure against the 
personal family pride of the Hapsburgs; in regard to the papacy, 
any movement against that system was more of the same trouble 
he was experiencing as Emperor in Germany. For Charles• whole 
policy was directed at a reunion of the divided Church~ a 
policy for which he was prepared to use force, as indicated by 
t~e decrees of the Second Diet of Speier, were it not for the 
danger of the invading Turks. Any acts of Henry's against the 
papacy, though entirely unconnected with the Saaloaldio League, 
served as an encouragement to that body who, as will be later 
shown, were now using their power not merely for the defense 
of the professors of the Au!9burg Confession, but were working 
positively to improve the position of the Protestants agalnat 
papacy and empire. Thi s lent further weight to papal euggestion 
that Charles should make a truce with the Turke and turn hie 
attention to heretical England. In fact it was more than a 
suggestion, "for the sentence which the pope gave against the 
King was committed to the Emperor t~ be executed by him, who 
was then aspiring to a untYersal monarchy; and therefore as 
soon as hie other ware gave him leisure to look over to England. 
39 
and Ireland, he had now a good color to juatlfJ an lnTaslon ••• •35 
With the papacy antagonized• by necessity France, though 
nominally still an ally, wae also alenated; for the papacy waa 
the one continental ally from whom France might hope for aa~ 
t anoe against the ring of Hapewr1 possesstona that were inceae-
antly crowding in on her. This explains the effort that Henry 
made to prevent Uelanchton from going to t ·he French court to 
try to reach doctrinal agreement paving the way for an alliance. 
. <, 
lienry VIII s~~ .. o.n an unc,rtain throne 1n a murmuring realm 
surrounded by ~.J::>.reatening enemies. There were two poaeibilitlea 
that were spe~ial causes for alarm in Henry's council. One waa 
the danger that a general council would be called. Henry had 
appealed hie case to a council, but should a typica.l council, 
dominated by Italian and imperial influence, pass on hla case, 
the verdict was certai~ to be against Henry's marriage. The 
danger of .such a decision WPS that it would give a ataonger 
negative to his proposition than the un1vereitiee• poaitiTe 
upon which his cause was ground~d, and would thus strengthen 
Henry's enemi_es at home and abroad. The second wae the poaeibil-
1ty of an agreement between Charles a.nd Francis which would 
leave either one. or both, of them free to attack England. 
All Charleo need do was offer Milan to Francis and peace waa 
certa in. . There were rumors ot such a eecret understanding in 
February and. in December ot 1535. 
The German alliances were the only poeeiblllty ot aid. 
I 
The purpose was obvious -- since he wae threatened by Charles, 
35. Burnet, sm,. £it. p. 280.Vot.1 
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England should support hie (Charles•) "dangerous iirt~etine· · 
enemies"-- the prtn.cee o,f th_e Smaloaldlc League. 38.. How 1111ob 
the relig.iOUB element of COIIDJOD refoi:matlon moYementa entered 
tnto these negotiations will appear in deYelopa~nt• of a later 
section. Before taking up the religious condtt1ona tn England 
at this time or proceeding with t~e account of the Smalcaldlo 
embassies, the remainder of Henry's political wanderings will 
be listed for completeness' sake. 
As Henry's legislation, d.ee1gned to discard the allegiance 
. . 
to· aome, unite the kingdom, and increase the kingly reYenue, 
continued, there were rumors of r~slng objeetlon by the English. 
Ohapuys . the imperial ambassador in London "calculated tbat 
with a little money from the emperor, 100,000 men might be 
· mustered f'or an ineurrect ion." 3? .A friar in the course of a 
sermon warned, "Masters, take heed; we have nowadays many laws. 
I trow we shall have a new .God ebortly.•38 T~e monkll ant 
friars who saw theni8elves at the ktng•e mercy if he should press 
reform, inflamed the people against the king's prooeedinga, 
"which though for some time it did not break out into an open 
rebellion, yet the humor still fermented and people only 
waited for an opportunity."38 Bat eYen though Pope Paul III, 
who had been crowned in 1534, prepared a bull deposing Henry, 
freeing bis subjects from their allegiance and placing England 
3S. PreserYed Smith, 'f' Au. .o.t. the Reformation, p. 301. 
3?. 38. Fisher, g,e.~ .s.ll.• p • . 3ff. 
38. Burnet, sm,. Sil.• p. 291. Vol . I . · 
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under the interdict, it wa"1ot publiehect in 1535 beoaae oon-
ditione in Europe were not faTorable to concented action. 
Although Francia• did not approTe of Henry'• aote and would 
not defend him against the Ohurcn • he :re•rked that if the 
Emperor sought to ruin the klng tn order to obtain the hegeaoa7 
1 n Europe he would find h11118elf mt-ataken. "·40 
In spite of frequent atratn, policy kept Prancl• and Henry 
at peace through the entire eccleaiastical reformation. In 
1536 the embarraeement of Henry waa funher leaaened by war.•• 
breaking out be.tween Francia and Oharlea. Henry regarded ht• 
position as safe enough that he could condescend to mediate 
between Francis and Charles. Helll"}' regarded his power u ad-
vantageous enough that be could offer to support J'rance tf ehe 
would renounce the Pope. The popular uprising called .the Pil-
grimage of Grace which occured in this same year in England, 
never appeared successful enough to cause Charles to ottead 
Henxy, nor would France take on another enemy. Paul III, how-
. \ 
eve~, in the early part of 153? sent Reginald Pole to rlandel'tl 
as a legatua a latere to encourage Cath~lio reTolt in England. 
That none of the nominally catholic countries w~uld even har-
bor the Catholic legate is "a proof 9f the weakness of ,he 
religious principle in the scheme of European polit1t•,"'1 a 
point brought out again and again in Benry•s dealings •1th 
the German princes. 
40. Fiaher, il•. £ll.• p. 357. 
41. nu.. p. ~4a3. 
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HeDl'y' s policy of keeping the aoTeretgna of France 
and the Empire perpetually embroiled began to fail as a three 
months' truee was signed be,ween them 1n RoTember, 153?. In 
. ' . 
June, 15381 a ten years' truce was arranged at lice 1n a treaty 
signed also by the pope and confirmed in July at Aiguea-Jlortea. 
Henry was in the midst of aibampaign .11Quidating the monaeterle• 
I 
and destroying relics. By Henry's calculated destruction of 
the shrine of St. Thomas a Becket. who was regarded as a martyr 
killed by a king who overstepped hie secular authority, thue a 
continual advocate of the cause Henry wa~ fighting, the pope 
was moved t .o action. On December 1 7 • 1538 1 the bull drafted 
against Henry in 1535 wa~publ1ebed; Charles 1raa urged to mate 
a truce with the Turk and to at~ack heretical England; France 
and Scotland were urged to cease all commerce with England and 
to publish the l:Rlll. By the end of .1538 an lnTasi~n eeemed 
possible with France, Scotland and the empire acting under the 
guidance of the pope. On January 13, 1539, Charles and Francie 
pledged each other that neither would treat further with Eng-
land without coneent of the other. All England was drilling 
in preparation. 
But by )lay 1, the danger was past, for 1 t wa9leT1dent 
that Francie would not moTe without Charles, and the emperor 
had decided that he could not diverttroope needed to meet the 
double threat of the Lutheran princes and the Turk by attactlng 
· on a new front. When the Six Artie lee were paesed tn June, 
1539, ·the "old religion with the pope letl out• wae etablllzed 
33 
by law in B:ngland and •the emperor had a good nouee for not 
organizing an expedition to dethrone the tlng.•43 Yet an 
alliance with the Smalcaldic League by the marriag~ of Henry 
and Ann, the sister of Duke William of CleTes, begun ln the 
dangerous spring of 1639, w~s carried through by a treaty on 
0.otober 6. That such an alliance waa seriously conaiderecl at 
all ehows that conditions at that time were regarded as aerloua 
indeed. For before this •an understanding with the Protestant 
courts had been regarded neither aa inTolT1ng a breach with 
Charles nor as interrupting the negotiatlona for &French or 
Imperial mar$1.ge •••• It wa~ defenalv~, ; upplemental, a Rl!,-aller, 
a demonstration that England was not friendless on the continent, 
an invitation to one or other of the two great powers to olaia 
her friendship. The union ~f Henry with a princess of Cleyee 
implied a more definite and permanent position. It was more 
than a strain on the neutra.lity ot the empire. It was a chall-
enge and defiance.• 43 The challenge to the Emperor become• 
apparent when the location of Oueldere le noted. It stand• 
in relation to the emperor's Betherland.B as Scotland does to 
England.44 
Together with the alarm of 1nTaston, the need for the 
marriage seemed to pass any and the match •eemed improbable 
at the end of June. But in the autumn it was apparent that; 
41. Oairdner, .sm, gll_. p. 208. 
43. Fiehe~, mt• ~p. '40. 
44. Of • . ~4 • . .-~'Dollard, Hem VIII, p. 383. 
Charlee and Francie • ·ere drawing closer together. Slnoe the 
Six Articles had alienated the Lutherane and •aa approaeh to 
an understanding between the emperor and them, in whtch, pe1Ul-
1ng a fuller settlement, the emperor had euceeeetully 1naieted 
that they should admit no new confederates into their league•45 
Henry signed the marrlge treaty in order to maintain •o• tin4 
of connection with the League. The matrimonial method was al-
ways easier for him than was an agreement in doctrine. 
It may be that Cromwell had all along ezaggerated the Catholto 
zeal of the emperor,46 or it m&y be ae Barnet auggeete, that 
Cro~ell1 s purpose tn planning the alliance bad been one deeigned. 
to retrieve the Protestant cause by placing the ting under 
direct Lutheran 1nfluence;47 certain it is that since the in-
vasion danger did not develop, Ann, •the Flanders mare: wae 
divorced on July 24, 1540, and Cromwell was executed a tn daye 
la.ter. On August 8, Henry mar~ed Katharine Howard. 
·In 1541, the relations between Charles and F.rano1a were 
again troubled and lfith both of them looking for an ally, Henry 
was enabled once again to pursue ~he· policy be now knewjso well 
of playing one against . tbe olber. War broke out .on tbea,ntinent 
in_ July, 1542. Henry would co•lt himself to neither side until 
he had attempted .a settlement of the Scottish problem,for 
although he could withstand the papacy wtth impunity becaue 
of hie insular teolatton, there was always danger that the bull 
45. Gairdner, opttti· . p. 209. 
48. Fisher, sm,. · • p. 447. 
47. Burnet, ga. • p. 410. Val , ..[ . 
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of excommunication and deposition might be publlahecl with moet 
serious ,consequences if the Scots should auocessfully tn't'ade 
England during a war with J'rance,489ut in Februan, 1543, Ben17 
signed a secret treaty with Charles v. and on June 22, aeat 
an ultimatum to Francie tantamount to a declaration of war. 
Henry's prime object was to force France to abandon the Soot•, 
Charles' to force her to give up Milan and to abandon the 
Lutherans in order that he might settle the relgioua dlauntoa 
in Germany by force. By the Peace of Creepy on September 18, 
1544, Charles made peace with France leaving England to argu.e 
out her own terms. 
Here was the papal opportunity. The bull announcing the 
Council of Trent waa issued o·n November 19, 1544, and alpapal 
envoy was sent in Decembe~to unite Francie and Charles once 
again in a Catholic league againat England. Thia wu the 0011-
· bination of events that led to the final attempt at .a union 
agreement between Henry and tbe Smalcald League. Even this 
was only a back log to~ Henry in tbe even that a definite break 
should come with Charles. As it became more and more evident 
that Charles, far from wanting to lead a crusade against Eng-
land, was only anxious to see peace between Henry and Francie, 
the Anglo-Lutheran union faded for the lut time in Henry'• 
reign. For when the Lutheran• became worried for fear that the 
continuing eiruggle between .France and J:nglaa4 would leave 
Chatl:ea free to destroy broper,.n p·rot eetant iem, Henry ahowed 
48. Gairdner, 2,2.. JU1. p. aa,. 
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how little he valued th~utheran cause ae oo•pued to the 
possession of Boulogne. It was complete lack of moaey tbat 
forced the peace on June?, 16'8. 
Henry's break with the papacy oaae a• a retli.t of bl• 
program for Tudor abeolutiem and crentral1satton. In the laet 
years of hie life he regarded no problem more preeetng than 
the restoration of religious unity to England. The very power 
which he had destroyed the unity of the Tieible Church to obtain, 
wa.s now used to restore a uniformity of belief in hie own country, 
a belief that differed from the confeeeed faith of catholic 
. . 
Europe only in that it wa~pope-leee. ror the eucceeetul attain-
ment of hts ends of absolute government and control over unity 
in reltgion, he depended on European allianc~e, both for addecl 
power and for defence to give him peace. The Saalcaldic-
alliancee were only one of many, di~fering only in tbl• !Yo~ 
the general pattern -- religion played a part in the preliminary 
diecuseton. 
II The Rel1g1oUB Environment 
or the ~caldic Overtures 
By examining England's political plights and the shitt-
ing alliances to which they drove He11r7 in his attempt to 
keep the continental powers continually embroiled, the oc-
casion and reason tor the negotiations with the Smaloaldio 
League have been shown. Basically, of course, the reason 
that these negotiations never resulted 1n a detinite alliance 
is that the political necessity which first prompted the 
move was altered by some shitt in a ~ntinental alliance o• 
purpose. But even while sending ambassadors to the Protes-
tant princes, Henry always had certain mental objections to 
a definite league. 
"rigid orthodoxy." 
One was what is described as his own 
It will l.ater become evident that Henry's 
orthodoxy was more a mere inability to understand 8117 necessity 
to change the stated dogma ot the Church. Another was his 
personal objection to a dogmatic alliance with men who up-
held his marriage to Katharine and condemned the Boleyn re-
lationship. Be also regarded such an alliance as an inter-
ference with the autonomy of his Churoh ot England, actually• 
his control of the Church. Finally, such an alliance woul.4 
have been a barriel"' to an understanding with the Emperor. and 
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the strength of the League was too WiOertain and too untried 
a thing to be ot comparative value with a possible Imperial 
alliance, or adequate protection in the face ot Imperial 
oppo·sition. 1 
To unqerstand Henry's dealings with the League it wlll 
therefore be necessary to examine his personal religious 
opinions• both before and atter the break from Rome• as well 
as 1n regard to his divorce tran Katharine, around which so 
much English reformation action centers. It will be nece~-
sary to examine the church conditions in England to find wq 
Henry was so· jealous ot any union that would tend to· take ·the 
absolute control out ot his hands·. The influence of Henr.,•s 
advisors plays in, both with the political aspects ot the pro-
posed treaties pnd with the development of.HeDJ!'Y''S independent 
English Church. Finally, since it has been claimed that the 
evangelical leaven working 1n Eng1and was more influential 1n 
causing the break .with Rome than either the complaints against 
· the Roman clergy or Henry's resentment at the Pope's refusal 
to grant him a divoroe2, it will aid 1n understanding England' a 
1'o ScJ,"'~lh14itl\ 
reiation"to examine the religious compla~ts and preterenoea 
ot the people. 
1. H. A; . L.. Fisher, iPs: B1ston 2t Ens~f!5-154'1, 
Vol. V trom The Pol1t1oalton .2.t Engl.and ~am Hunt, 
Reginald Pooie, Editors P• 390. 
2. H. Ee 7aaobs• ~ Lutheran Movement ill Epe:Jand, 
p. 39. 
1. Henry-'e Personal Religious Stan4 
a. Before the Break trom Bome 
In all the develol)D18nt ot the English Church., alld also, 
therefore, 1n regard to the Snaloaldio Alliances, there were · · 
two distinct parties. One was the "advanced party which ta-
vored Protestant teaching and Protestant policy, 8.Dd the .other, 
the ID.Qderate or- conservative party, which desired to retain 
the dogmEt, disoipl.ine, and rites ot Catholicism and .was mere-
ly schismatic in character. The ultimate triumph ot one or 
the other depended entirely ·upon Henry."3 It was Henry's 
decision that finally scuttled the Protestant attempts to 
arrange a German alliance. 
In the actual schismatic development ot the Church, it 
becomes evident that none ot the three parties in~lved were 
particularly interested in doctrine. A movement~ like that 
led by Lllther aimed at the root ot evils 1n the teaching ot 
the Church, was neither understandable nor regarded as par-
ticularly desirable by a!JY' ot them. '!'he advanced party was 
Lutheran primarily in this point that tbe7 wanted nothing 
more to do with the Italian Pope and thus were favorably, in-
clined toward the Protestants who also rejected his authority. 
The moderate party contained man., who .not only stood tor the 
ol.d dogma and rites but who tavored a return to the Pope. 
They were not vocal about it, bllt in so tar es underground · 
activity was eontormable to personal satety. they were pro-Bome. 
5. G. Constant, !!!.! Retormation 1n England, P• 285. 
The King's academic interest 1n theoloST was neyer aoute 
enough to bring him to an awareness ot a nee4 tor retona. 
Conditions brought him to the point ot breaking awe:r trom 
Rome, and the su-ooeeding steps he adopted in att•pting to 
toroe 'the Pope to see the logic ot his argument made him 
aware ot his own strength and the weakness ot the papaq; 
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but particularly his later dealings with Snaioaldio theologians 
show that he saw no need tor doctrinal re~om nor 8IIY' reason 
why he should give up the seat ot authority, 1n which he sad-
. . 
denly tound himself seated by the simple expedient ot toroing 
,, 
the Pope outJby making doctrinal oonoessions to meet the de~ 
mand ot self-important reformers. But since in his absolute-
ness his decisions were decisive in eoolesiastio deTelopaent, 
it will bear on the problem to analyze his personal religious 
stand. 
A tradition would have it that Henry VIII was trained 
tor the Church before his bro'ther Arthur's death, his tather 
preparing him to be the tuture Archbishop ot Canterbury. 
"The motive ascribed to Henry VII is typical ot his oharaoter1 
it was more economical to proYide tor younger sons out ot eo~ 
olesiastical, than royal, revenues. But the story is probably 
a mere inference from the excellence ot the bOJ''S eduoat1on, 
and from bis tather'·s thritt."4 But tradition aside, Henry 
had a taste tor theological subtleties all his lite, and 
"probably could not have done· the things he did but that he 
4. A. F. Pollard, Henn .!!S., P• 16!1 
was tully competent to argue points - ot oourae with moat 
royal persuasiveness - against any d1Tine 1n his ltingdoa •. "s 
"Theological subtleties" and "royal persuasiTeness" are 
probably good descriptions ot his ability 1n this tield. The 
outstanding example ot his theological thinking is the printed 
work Assertio septem Saoramentorum which he wrote in 1521 
against the points maintained 1n Luther's .QI! !f!!. BaJ>llonian 
Captivity .2! ~ Church. His presentation is in the old 
scholastic mode and "the argument, tortitied by well-worn 
citations from the Scriptures and the Latin tathers, such 
as a.DY' religious manual might supply, never travels beyond 
the beaten highway of orthodox polem.io."6 Pertinent as to 
his actual doctrinal awareness is the tact that he stresses 
the absolute rights of the papacy - which would include the 
right . to make a dispensation ot the type which permitted 
Henry to marry Katharine of Aragon - a thing which his pe-
culiar conscience convinced him a tew years later was impos-
sible tor the Pope to do. ·rhe whole work is turther proo:t 
ot his acceptance with little thought, enthusiasm or proo:t, 
ot the papal dogmatic system.- As tar as Luther and his 
doctrinal points were concerned, he neither understood, nor 
oared to understand them. At the ·suggestion ot Sir Thomas 
:-·, More that tor political reasons he J1Wdity his argument fer 
5. lames Gairdner, ~ Eud.ish Churoh !!! !Y. Sixteenth 
Cent~, p. 5. 
; Fisher, op, cit., P• 235. 
the divine primacy of' the Pope, his disinterest 1n the theolo-
gical aspects of the oase appears. His interest was 1n a title 
giving some recognition ot his piety. On June 10 the matter 
was considered in the consistory, and M:s title of "Defender 
or the Faith" was clinched when this book arrived on Septmnber 
14, al though there was some mu:miuring among the members who 
telt that the title should not exce~ a single word and were 
holding out tor 0 0rthodox" or "Most Paithtltl. "' Burnett tur-
the~ explains his refusal to modif'.y the book 1n tbat perpetual 
flattery had made him "tancy it was written with some degree 
ot inspiration, "8 but also admits that "considering the age, 
and that it was the \\Ork ot a king, it did desene some com-
mendation. "9 
As tar as Luther's position was concerned it was autri-
o1ent tor Henry to p·o1nt out "that a single insignificant 
:triar ••• had challenged the majestic tribunal ot the saints, 
the fathers, and the popes. 'It indulgences are impostures 
then a1l the popes are imposters, and it is easier to b&lieve 
that one little friar is a diseased sh~ep than that~ the 
popes ot Gld are pertidious shepherds.'"lO There 1s little 
here ot theological reasoning. It reveals his "oonserTative 
7. M. Creighton, A HistoH .2! !!!!. P'f''i. Vol VI, P• 191. 
· · e. Gilbert Burne.tt 1 The stof. .2.toU _formation.!!! ~ Church of England, Vor.-!, P• 1 • 
9. Xbid.~ ~p. 69. 
10. F3.eher •. !ll•·-ill.·, P• 235. 
-~:-.~ 
adhesion to the medieval taithr"ll The ol"'OWldng crit1o1ma 
is the suggestion by Fisher that this. ffenry's single joke• 
may have been supplied by Sir Thomas'l.lore. 
Interesting as a connective with the Sma1oald1c League 
is the fact that this is Henry's tirst contact with the Luth-
erans. Luther is said to bave ~ized t.he opportunity ot en-
Baging with a royal antagonist,, and. "attac~d the king 1Ji a 
scurrilous pamphlet tuI:l of personal abuse ••••• The king oould 
not with dignity remain 1n ~he arena and it was left to. Jlore 
... ~ to ·reply. n 12 Burnett draws a co.nclusion that sine, 
Luther treated Henry so unmannerly "it was only the necessity 
. ot his affairs that to~oed him into. any. correspondence with 
that party in Germany."13 Disregarding the one~sided orit1o1sm 
ot language used and Luther's claimed eagerness to argue with 
Henry VIII,14 it is probably true that _the rough treatment 
Henry received at the, hand ot the "miner's son" did not leave 
pleasant associations to be reoall.ed when negotiation" with 
these Lutherans were later taken up. 
To sum up Hency's attitude toward the papacy Burnett 
says,, ''He courted the Pope with a constant submiss101:1, aDd 
upon a11 occasions made the pope's interests his own, and 
made war and peace as they desired him. So that had he died 
11. lam.es Mackinnon, Luther .I!!!!. the Reformation• Vol. 
III, P• .124 . ·· · 
12. F •. J. ·c. Hear'..~a\Y;_ (Ecr.) The Social .e! Politic~ 
Ideas ot Some Great Thinkers ot the Siia!ssanot ~ ll! Re orm-
ailonf -rsli ThOJnas More• w A. W: lii4 • P_• 143 • 
43. Bu:,llet1,• ~· .9.!l•• P• ll. Vol . .L , . 
14. of; Macld.linon, U• ill•, Vol. III, Jh 124', 125. 
any time betore the nineteenth year ot h1a reigD, he ooulcl 
scarce have escaped bei.ng ce.nonized ••• "15 
The item about Henr:y's wars being recr.!l~ted by the de• 
sires ot the Pope has already been opened to question in this 
Paper.. For example, the entranoe ot Henry into the Holy 
League in 1513 against France was oertainly mot1Tated by hope 
ot national gain. Strype even suggests, "Wolsey, to shew him-
self a true Churchman, may Justly be supposed to have lll0Te4 
and persuaded his great master, out .or a show ot the high re-
ligion and merit ot be1ng ·the champion ot the papal see: 
Wolsey also hereby serving the private ends ot his own ambi-
tion."16 Another example ot Henry's method ot politically 
.supporting the pope is tound in Wolsey's explallation to new-
ly· elected Clement VII that the allianee ot England with the 
Emperor in 1523 1n which Henry was hoping to regain losses 
ot the previous year's warfare, "was the cause ot orthodo~ 
against Lutheranism, of papal independence against a menaced 
repetition ot the Avignon Captivity.n17 The praise ot Oam-
peggio on February?, 1529 that "the cardinals are unanSmous 
in declaring that Henry was God's blessing to them, the pa-
18 tron ot Italian liberty, the real Defender ot the Paith•" 
was immediately preoeede4 by the receipt ot 30,000 ducats by 
the Pope, whose back was to the wall. before revenging Charles v. 
15. 
16. 
p. 5. 
17. 
18. 
Burnett, .21?.• J2il•, p .. 3'1. Vol . I· 
John strype, Eoolesiastioal Mamor1als Vol. Part I 
Fisher, .ll• oit., P• 252. 
.!!!!g,.·. p. 262. 
In matters dealing with the papaoy, Henry's was always 
a practical orthodoxy. When the English oonYOoat1on retuaed 
an early demand trom the pope tor tinanoial aid against the 
Turk, "it does not appear that Henry's zeal tor the Holy See 
prompted him in the least to resent it. A retuaal ot an aid 
which was meant tor his own purposes would haYe been a dit-
terent matter. nl 9 Heney' a primary concern tor England aboYe 
o~edience to papal rule is expressed in his own tlnal reply 
to the Standish oase in ·1515, in which the c~ergy was pro-
testing an act which they regarded as an 1Dtr1ngement upon 
their privileges: "By the providence ot God," he said, "We 
are King of' England• in which realm our predecessors have 
never owned a superior, and I would have you (the clergy) take 
notice that v,e are resolved to maintain the rights ot our 
crown and temporal Juri,sdiction in as ·ample. manner as 8111' ot 
our progenitors." 20 
Further advance along this independent line appears in 
the whole history ot the divorce tram Katharine. But 1n so 
tar as doctrine is concerned, Hem7 remained conservatively 
medieval., unconcerned ·about doctrinal problems, as hie po1.1~ 
in the latter years ot bis reign will show. "Henry prided hill 
aelt in his orthodoxy ••••• When it was necessary to tr!ghten 
the pope, he would hint not obscurely at eohi•, gin rope to 
the Lutheran pamphleteers and printers. and create the im-
pression that he :r.avored the new learning. But when it was 
19. Gairdner, ~- sil•, P• 64. 
20. Abbot Gasquet. The Eye ot the Retommation, P• G2. 
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expedient to impress Europe. then he could be superbly oorreot 
- a scourge ot heresy and a pillar ot doctrine. "21 In the 
end• as Hottman sm:nmarizes the treatise by Constant on Cramner, 
Cromwell and the party of Lutheran tendeno7, "Onl.7 the D.ng'a 
detel'mined orthodoxy prevented them trom introducing continental 
heresy into Anglican doctrine," 22 In our pic~ure lfen%7'• 
"determined orthodoxy" was more of an unconcern tor religious 
~ruth and a personal pride that refused to bend before a 
Smalcaldic demand tor reform of doctrine and re3eot1on ot 
abuses, It was his Chlll"ch; he 110uld decide its doctrine, 
and while there was something obviously to be gained in 
breaking away from the Pope• there was no point 1n leaving 
established doctrine to follow reformers who insisted on 
points unimportant to Tudor schemes. 
b. The Break from Rome 
Even in regard to his contemplated 41TOroe Henr,-'s 
first approach was kept in medieval torms. His obJeot w~a to 
secure a papal annulment i nor did he expect any diftioult7, "tor 
he was a powerful prince" and his two sisters had suooesstul-
l.y carried similar points with the curia. Charles Brandon had 
had a previous marriage annulled in order to malTJ' JleDrJ''& sis• 
ter Mary, and his sister Margaret, Q,ueen ot Soot~, obtained 
. . ~ 
a divorce from her second husband Angua. Aa t~e oaae 
21. Fisher, .2.1!.• o1t., p. 303. . " 
22. Ross J. ~ Hottmann, "The Sohism ot He~ nII 1n 
l!!!, Catholic World, P• 530. . 
23.0onatant, ~· all•, P• 4'1. 
developed, however. Henry was le4 into complete separation 
rrom the Roman primacy. The pertinent thing tor the purpose 
ot ~his paper is to point out that his complete break with 
th~ Roman Church was not inconsistent with his reluot,anoe to 
3o1n the Protestant League, because his motives were entirely 
41f'terent from their doctrinal ones. Ot interest also are his 
motives, whioh,. a1though there was llO desire to reform the 
Church, were strong enough to induce Henry to undertake this 
moat dittic.ult task ot creati~ a new church. 
It is difficult to believe ·tbat Benr.,•s desire to marry 
• 
Ann Boleyn was in itself the eveintual and autt1o1ent cause 'for 
:the so~ism, although some maintain that. Hackett, with the 
Journalist's flair tor sensational and the noTelist's need tor 
plot, claims that Henry did not set .out to be the champion ot 
the state against the church. That was a development troll 
his predicament -- the love ot Ann. With the ounett ot a 
winged bull "he sprang high and tell leaden reboun4ing into 
history • ·1th that shocking toroe ot a oomp1etel.7 sincere oata-
strophe. And out. ot ·this catastrophe in exceeding pain, were 
born two more or les~ legitimate ohild~en, ~Queen Blizabeth and 
the Church ot England. i,24 -
Much more sane is the state!!J.ent by Conatant that "l!enry: 
Vlll' s aohism was but an episode . in the ·· eternal ..:~onflict between 
churoh and state."25 The divorce prooee41ngs are but the 
24. Francis Hackett. Bepn the Eight,h• P• 16?. 
25. Constant. im• Ril•• P• 1. 
occasion tor Henry's ..l.!- dclling ·w1th the power ot the Church, in 
the course of which he discovered how tar his power might be 
extended. The importance ot this . cause will be dnelope4 later. 
The oontention that the divorce was but the occasion tor 
the schism is made posr.1ble by reports that separation was 
vi~ec! flS lilr.el.y in both France and Ensland while Henry's plan 
to divorce Katharine had not even been contided to Wolsey. Af-
ter the sack ot Rome by Charles V' a armies on Mq 6, 1527, an 
imperialist wrote to Charles, "We are expecting to hear tram 
your .Majesty how the city is to be governed and whether the 
Holy See is ,o be retained or not. Some are ot the opinion 
that it shoul.d not continue in Rome, lest the .French X1ng 
should make a patriarch 1n his kingdom and deDY obedience to 
the said See I and the King ot ·Engl.and and all other Christian 
princes do the same. n 26 When Wolsey went to France at the 
tall ot Rome, it was rumored in SJ>&in that his obleot was to 
break oft the connection between the French and English Churches 
and the papal see.27 "Schism was in the a1r ••• Ken4oza. the 
Spanish ambassador in London, went ao tar as to say that the 
Cardinal had been ottered the patriarchate ot England and 
J'rance."28 
To Henry, however, the capture ot Rome by his wite'a 
nephew was a thunderbolt. because the question ot his divol'Oe 
26. Pollard, S• Jlll.•, P• 1'12. 
2?. Fisher., !P.• cit., P• 264. 
28. !l!!A•, P•. 271.-
. •. 
had arisen-· a question that could be solTed to lleDrT'• nt1s-
tact1on only with the cooperation ot a pope• independent am 
tearless ot the empire. It was this desire that did lead to 
Henry's break with lb,me. As Gasquet quotes GairdDer, "It may 
be disagreeable to trace the Reformation to such a Ter:f ig-
noble origin, but facts ••• won't bear to be dispute4. · What 
we call the Reformation in England was the result ot BenJ7 
VIII•s quarrel with the Oourt ot Rome on the subject ot his 
divorce, and the same results could not possibl~ have come 
about in any- other wq~ When Henr, VIII found himself disap-
pointed in the expectation, which-he had ardently cherished 
tor a while, that he could manage by hook or by crook, to ob~ 
tain trom the See of Rome something like an ecclesiastical 
licence for big~, he took matters into his own hands, and 
self'•willed as he wa.s, never did selt-will lead him into suoh 
·a tremendous and dangerous undertak1ng as in throwing ott the 
'Pope. Bow much this v,as resented among the people. what aeoret 
oo~unications there were between leading noblemen with the im-
perial ambassador, strongly- urging the emperor to invade 
England and deliver the people trom a tyraDJJY' ~m which theT 
were unable to tree themselves, we know in these days as we 
did not know betor~."29 
What is made evident here tor our purposes is that there 
was no religious motive whatever in Henry's break with the 
papacy. : In 1tselt · it . g1 ves : ~ . reaso~ to doubt the continua-
29. lames Gairdner. in the Ogardian, 1899, quoted b7 
Gasq11et, Jm• oit., toot note P• 184. 
Sl 
tion ot Henry"s usual oont'ormity to ·:eaman doctrine, although 
it led ultimately to the denial ot papal primacy. Burnett 
ohar1table says. "What were the king's secret m:>tivea, and the 
t .rue ground of his aversion to the queen, is known only to 
God .. and till the discove:cy ot all seorets at the day ot judg-
ment., must lio hid. n 30 But it 1s hard to believe that Henry's 
passion tor Anne Boleyn. remarkable woman though she no doubt 
was, by her rejection of his dd.shonorable pl'Oposals oould 
develop into such obstinate purpose that he worked tor some 
seven years to obtai.n a quasi-legal divorce. Only when this . 
motive is combined with Henry's desire tor a male heir to the 
throne is a satisfactory ease presented. 
Pollard suggests that the desire tor an heir came first, 
and the need tor a new wife and a necassar;r divoi-ce tol1owecl 
when it became app.a~ent that Katharine would have no more 
children.31 In' Burnett•s history it is claimed that there is 
a good deal of question whether at the beginnj ng or the divorce 
proceedings 11the king had resolved on the per3on that should 
succeed the queen.n32 
Evidence is given that tour children were still-born to 
Xatbarine or died soon arter birth, betore Princes llary's 
birth.. 'ho others were still-born thereafter, and b7 1525 
Bellry''s last hope disappeared. Benr., at thirty-tour aeae4 
30. 
31. 
32. 
Burnett, .22.• ill•, P• 78. v,, . .r. 
Pollard.· Jm, ~., P• 173 tt. 
Burnett. ,sm. sl•, p. ea. v., . J". 
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doomed by the irc>IJY' ot fate and the marriage to Katharine to 
leave a disputed 1nher1tanoe.33 
Added to this are 1nd1cat1ona that Katharine had to bear 
the brunt of political resentments that arose between Perdinand 
and Henry, tor "Katharine represent~d Spain end HenrT had had 
scarcely anything but disappointment trom that quarter."34 
BeDry•s worry tor the succession appears also 1n his elevation 
ot his illegitimate son in 1525 and his execution ot the Duke 
or Buckingham in 152~ 1n accordance with Tudor policy that 
"nothing makes a government so secure a.a the absence ot all · 
alternatives."35 The quotation ot the Venetian who in 1514, 
when Anne was but seven years old, wrote trom Rome, "It is 
also said that the King ot England intends to repudiate hia 
present wife • • • • because lie is unable to have children b7 
her, and intends to marry a daughter or the French Duke ot 
Bourbon. He means to annul his own marriage, and wll1 obtain 
. 3& 
what he wants t'rom tbe Pope, as France did with Pope luliua," 
is regarded by Belloc as 1tqu1te insuttioient" to establish 
these early t!l.0~ts ot divorce. "Henry desired a male heir, 
ot course, but that desire was not t.he mainspring ot the 41-
vorce. It is essential to history that we shquld grasp ita 
37 
true ip.ot1ve force: the will and tenacity ot ADD." 
33. 
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Pollard, 22• cit., p. 178. 
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Pollard, .22• .§.ll.., P• 182. 
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Blla1re Belloc in Introduction to Conatant, ll• 2'1•• 
While all these testi:Jnonies permit ot only general oon-
clusions as to Henry'·s real motives,. t _hey indicate olearly that 
there is no religious motive behind 1t all, although Bem'J". 
when childlessness and new love pressed him .hard seems to 
have convinced his convenient conscience by· painstaking study 
or the Levitioally prohibited degrees ot marriage that .his 
was a ·truly sinful marriage. The nature ot his peculiar con-
science becomes more evident when it is remembered that by 
his relations with Mary Boleyn,HeDJ.T had set up an a1't'1nlty, 
though illicit, identical with that which he claimed invali-
dated his marriage with Katharine.38 But "no man set greater 
store on his own private judgment. To that extent .he was a 
Protestant •••• God and his consoienoe, he told Chapaya in 1533, 
were on very good terms.039 It is this characteristio. his 
emphasis on his right and ability to tol'Dl the best ot all pos~ 
sible Judgments - so ~ar removed from the PrQtestant doctrine ·, 
, ot the individual priesthood, - that is a steady barrier to . 
Snalcal.dic relations, as will be shown in the next section. 
Probably more to the point on the wholt transaction is a re- . 
mark added by Burnett as "diverting to the reader." It is . 
about . a letter by Wolsey 1n his seoretal"J''S hand which encled, 
1 1 ~pe all things shall be do.ne according to the wW ot Cod, 
the desire or the king, the quiet ot the kingdom, and to our 
honor, with a good oonsoience." But the cardinal dashed out 
38. Pollard, .2n• cit., P• 208. 
39. Ibid., P• 194. 
this last word, ',vith a good consc1enoe.'""° 
c. After the Break tram Rome 
This being the case, no religious motiTe woul.d be ex-
pected in later dealings with the Smalcaldio League, unless 
a ohange oame over Henry in his later policies. Instead of 
a change, "when the breach with the papacy had been tinally 
consummated, the chief conc~rn ot Henry' and hie advisers was 
the preservation ot the doctrinal unity with the oharch ot 
the past and the demonstration. in public and private that 
the English Church was not a new ohuroh, but the old institu-
tion strengthened through the resumption by king and nation. 
ot those powers in whose usurpation by the popes they had so 
long acquiesced."41 
Henry's polioy was directed toward the· obtaining ot the · 
divorce. Stephen Gardiner was sent 1n 1528 to persuade the 
Pope to appoint legates to deoide 1n Hemy's tavor. "Agr~ 
menli tailing, Gardiner had recourse to threats, hinting that 
it the Pope were not .compliant England ~uld tall away to '11• 
Lutheran sect. To give cogency to the menace, Lutheran pam-
phlets advocating the spoilation ot the Church and a return 
to apostolic poverty were a1l.owed to circulate 1n the English 
court."42 -In 1630 the universities were consulted tor opinions 
40. Burnett 1 .QR.• .52.U. .• • P• 102. \I oL . r. . . 41. Boland er. Usher, ~ Reconstruction .2t !I!!. Eng11sh 
Church. Vol. I, p. 4. 
42. Fisher, 2.2.• cit., p. 283. 
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on the legality ·or Henry's marriage with Katharine. Toward 
the end of 1530 the whole clergJ ot Engl.and were aharge4 
with a, breach or the Statute ot Praemunire and were pardoned 
only upon ad.mi tting HeD17 · to be the Supreme Head of the Church 
in England . In 1532 the king's position waa further streng-, 
thened by the document known as the Submission o-t the Olera. 
All these things were done to seoure papal annullment ot the 
marriage. The Act of Annates in 1532 touched the Pope's purse, 
but was held in abeyance tor a time in an attempt to induce 
the Pope to see Henry •·s po~nt ,· Finally, however, his patieJioe 
ended, or his position at home adequately strengthened. Hen17 
married Anne on January 25, 1533. The break with th~ Pope waa 
now assure~, for Hen1T•'s policy demanded that Anne be aooep,e~ 
as Queen. By the ~1ot of Appeals 1n 1533 he made it impossible 
to appeal even spiritual matters to~ authority outside the 
realm. The Act of Supremacy in September of .1534 o<>Japlete4 
the separation of the Church of Engl.and from the Pope. 
It remained, how~ver,· a Roman Catholic Churoh in dogma, 
tor in all these dealings Henry gave not a thought to 8JJY 
doctrinal· reform, but opposed the Pope as another eartb.17 
prince; and the Pope was himself oonoerne4 primarily with the 
maintenance of his tempDral possessions bJ' preserving a 
Earopean balance and by not oftendillg Charles. llem,'1 8 wbole 
.. ... . . .. 
stand-pa~ ~licy tor Roman dogma, n\lt connected ·with aAJ' 
zeal or· pers-onal · faith can ba summed up bT sqing "he had no 
II 
elllllity to Catholicism, provided it did mt atlll14 1n hia •87•""3 
Along the way he moved Henry's eyes were opened as to the 
real power he possessed and how small was the pope•a power. 
dependent as it was on moral intluence and not on material 
resources. But any hope ot the Protestant princes that Benr;r' a 
actions were indicative ot the true retormation spirit were 
inevitably doomed. "Henry never wavered 1n dogma. The great-
er the external peril the more clearly was he resolved to 
manitest the tenacity ot his ta~th. At the moment when the 
relations between France and England were most strained he 
had Francis inrormed that the Kiyg ot England must not be 
reviled as a heretic by Frenchmen; and diplomatic pressure 
equally urgent and minatory soon quieted the Scottish bal.la4-
mongers" who wem taking the King's religious name in heretical 
vein.44 Expressly stated in one ot the Acts ot 153S was the 
tact that "they did not hereby intend to yary trom. Christ'• 
Church about the articles ot the Catholic taith ot Christendoa • ... 45 
The reform party 1n England was aware ot th• depth ot B9m7's 
interest 1n doctrine. mien they- adwoated a new English Trans-
lation ot the Bible 1n 1536, their arguments were not along 
the line o·t the blessing ot the Word tor doctrine and faith, 
but as a means tor the people to discover tor themselves the 
'· 
lack ot Biblical toundation tor the papacy ·and his religlou 
43. Pollard, 22• cit., p 38'1. 
44. J'isher, 22.• 211•, P• 433. 
4=5. Burnett, im.• s_n., p. 240.llot . I . 
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demands and appreciate the more the goyermnent ot BeDJ.7 who 
allowed them the tree use of the Word ot God. <&a '1'h1a was t be 
first rock, therfore , upon which the Smale <Jldio al.11anoea · 
struck and foundered, tor Henry "thought that all persona were 
bo·und to regul~te their belief by his dictates, which made 
him prosecute protestants as weil as proceed against papista."4' 
The prosecution against papists was purely politioal; the 41• 
vorce, the succession and the great financial gains seoured 
by the scM:,sm made aey advocate ot papal primacy guilty ot 
treason to the state. The protestant persecution is 1n41oa-
t1ve of Henry's true pos.ition in the customary, medieval Boman 
doctrine - not by conviction but .by birth and habit. 
Far trom being an instigator ot doctrinal ohange, Henry' 
1s regarded as a definite hindrance to the Reto~tion. It 
is said that _tor political purposes he took the evangelical 
movement that was jlJourishing entirely 1ndependentl1 ot the 
otiewn and. turned -it to his Tudor purposes. "It Henr:, had re-
mained the champion of Rome ten years longer, the 1Ddepen4ent 
cleYelopment of ~~ltsh Protestantism would have been retardect, 
and been tempered by the tires ot peraeoutton until it might 
have been ready tor a complete re3ection of hlerarchioal, olaima 
8Dd tendencies. As things were• the external rupture ocoarring 
betore the internal separation was complete, it had to meet 
a oriels prematurely, and has ever since sutfered trom the 
.&a. Ibid., P• 313. 
"' • 1'iiTci., p. 292. 
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oontusion and compromise between diametrioal.ly opposing ele-
ments within the same communion. which resulted. "4.8 
2. Church Conditions 1n Engl.and 
Henry's second reason tor rejecting tbe Augsburg Con-
fession requirement of a Smalcaldic alliance waa his opposi-
tion to anything that YJOuld interfere with the abaolute con-
trol ot the Church in England that had fallen to him after 
the schism. A general survey ot the changes brought . about in 
the Church ot England during Henry' e reign and made abaelute 
by the repUdiation ot the Pope is suttioient to show the bene-
tits that accrued to HeJUT and made him value so highly the 
control ot the Church. 
The TUdor policy ot centralizing goverment and en4lng 
the feUdalistic state of England attained its objeot through 
the War ot the Roses and the .king's redistribution ~t land 
that tell. to ~m by esoheat, as tar as the nobles were con-
cerned. But the Church was outside ot his control, both as 
to privileges and property. 'l'he huge· lands ot the O~aroh 
passed by mortmain tram one ottioial to another automatloa~. 
Such privileges as benetit ot olers, and sanotuaries, designed 
tor a day in which church authorit1' could maintain better 
order and provide better protection to citizens than could tba 
olvil government, were now unneoeesar, and a positive inoen-
tive to disobedience against civil laws and courts. It was 
'8. lacobs, RR• .52.ll.•, P• 39. 
against weal.th and privileges that the long atnggle be'1reea 
Church and State directed itself during ·Benr,'s reign. 
For example, in 1512 Parliament took anJ' the benefit or 
clergy 1'rom all clerics, not yet aub-deaoons, who were aooasecl 
ot murder or felony. 49 In debate as to the renewal ot thia 
measure in 1515 the convocation was round· liable to a prae-
munire in their argument for the rights ot the papaor, and. · 
Parliament af1'1rmed t hat the king could hold a session without 
the lords spiritual since they held seats only by vinue ot 
their temporal possessions. But so co~troTersial was the 
whole subject that the measure did not pass into law. lta 
biggest result was to show Henry that his prerogatiTe 187 
with the parliament, and that opposition could be upecte4 
from a clergy that appealed to a foreign court. 
When Henry did make the break with Rome, he toand how 
he could use parliament and rap1417 bring oontl'Ol or these 
contested issues to the .1.:ro,m. The rapid passing ot the Acts 
ot Ann.ates and or Appeals, the sublnission ot the olerST, the 
dissolution of the monasteries, all showed him how ftluable 
to the strengthening ot ld.Dgl.y power was this newly aoqaln4 
control over the Church. Nor was this control res1ste4 b7' 
the people,. For a century and a halt the English kings . · 
had been establishing their supremacy- oTer the Ohlll"Oh. 'l'he 
island separation trom Rome and the old apirlt ot the Calcleee 
~9. Constant, Jm• .all.•, P• 23. 
• 
was t'urther. strengthened by the papal aohian and the c1am1na• 
tion ot' the papacy by France.. Rising nationalism Jo~ lo 
protest any interference by an Italian pope 1n the attaira 
Of Engl.and~ Henry felt betore the Roman rupture that he was 
really the head of the English Church. The SuJrem&OJ Act 
passed in November
1
1534 begins with the olaim ••. "the nngta 
ma3esty Justly and rightfully is and ought to be the aupr-
head ot' the Church of England.~ •• "50 Atter the Act ot Su.pre-
ma.07 • "everything was concentrated 1,·,to the King's hands. Ba 
began to speak or 'my church' and 'our spiritual j1.1riacliCJt.10~' 
and delegated this jurisdiction to the bishops tor his :tingdoa 
51 . 
as though he held it directly· trom God." Although BeDZ7 
never claimed power . similar to the spiritual claims· of the 
Pope, the lawyers reasoned from the Aot of Supnmav anct b7 
the tact that it was sworn to by clergy and lait7 that "Al• 
though the power ot the keys. be not exercised b7 the king him-
self~ it derives from him."52 
With the title of "the only supreme head in earth of the 
Ohuroh of England" conferred on him in 1534• the king was 
given "f'llll power and authoritJ' • trom time to tir:e • to visit• 
repress. redress, reform, order, correct. restrain, and amenct 
all such errors, heresies, abuses, ottenoea, oont•pts. and 
enormities .. , v1batsoever they .be, whioh by any manner of spiritual 
50 • . Henry Gee and William. John BardJ"• Documents Illaa-
trat.ive g,t English Church Bistor,r, LV, P• 2'5. 
Bi. Constant, .22.• J!ll.•, P• 125. 
S2. Ibid., P• 123. 
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authoritJ" or Jurisdiction ought to be or ma:, lawtull.J' be re-
formed, repressed, ordered. redressed, correoted, restrained 
ot amended, most to the pleasure ot AJm1ght,-God, the increase 
ot virtue in Christ's religion, or tor the conservation ot the 
peace, unity. and tranquillity ot this realm, any usage, ou-
tom,, :toreign laws, f'oreign authority, prescription, or an;, 
other thing or things to the contrary notwithstanding. "53 
Up . to a certain point the "Supreme head 1n earth ot the Church 
ot Engl.and" was . in charge ot the doctrine. He oonsulte4 the 
convocation, but always revised and annotated their resolutions 
. . 
until htt, own opinion prevail.ed, "so that at the end . ot hi~ 
reign the words 'the king's doctrine' were usuall.J' employed 
to signify orthodox te~ching."54 
All this plays in only indirectly as a reason tor llen1'7's 
retusal to agree with the Smaloaldio League in the Augsburg 
Oontession as a norm o:t teaching. J'or as tar as hie control 
ot privil.eges and property o:t the 9huroh was concerned, it 
would be una:t:fected by such an agreement. But in the light 
ot Henry• s personal pride, his conviction that his Judgment 
was on good speaking terms with God, his inditterenoe to 
matters o:r doctrinal retorm. and satisfaction with the do~ 
ot Rome, as well as his oontroll i .ri-.3 interest in the doctrinal 
. . . 
development ot his new o~uroh, it is easy to see that wllen 
he repl.ied to the demand ot the ~oald!o League thai he ·a1sn 
53. Gee and Hardy I SR,• ,211 .. , LVI, P•· 24'• 5"~ Constant, .!2.• ~ •• P• 126. 
.. 
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the Augsburg Contession with the opinion that it aore bet1tte4 
them to agree to Henry's doctrine, he was expressing a w-r, 
real objection ot his to 8J'l1' alliance with those Protestan~a. 
It was the same reeling that motivated his obJeotlon to a 
Council. It a meeting were accomplished, his condemnation on 
the divorce issue was oerta.in. And H~nry was pos1t1Tel.y' not 
willing to surrenc:4.er the least ot his newl.7 won rights as 
protector and supreme head ot the Church in E~and. To a 
Council under the chairmanship ot the ·•Bishop ot Rome" which 
had undoubtedly prepared an end to his new dignity, he could 
tor that reason never give his assent. 55 Hi's control ot 
. . 
seoUl.ar things connected with properties and Jr ivileges ot 
the clergy must also have seemed bound up with his newly ac-
quired power to "repress, redress., retora, order, oorreot, 
restrain, and· amend all errors, heresies, abuses, ottenoea, 
contempts and enormities whatsoever they be," so that any out-
side attempt to regulate the confession ot the Church ot 
Engl.and must have seemed a movement to take the absolute oon-
trol o~ his church out ot his hands. 
3~ The Influence ot Henry's AdTi~ors 
The contention that Henry prevented the introduction 
ot Protestant aoctrine 1 1 :to· ·the theolog o~ the Church ~t 
England advocated by. his Protestant m1n;:td ministers brings 
up the question ot how intluential his advisors were. It 
SD. August Korte, "Die Konzilspollt~ Xarls V 1D den 
Jahren 1538-1543." §.2!!£.1 ttep 4es Vereipa tgr Reto~iopa-
gesohichte. No. 85. P• ?. 
• 
,It woul.d seem that the barrier ot personal pride and wiltal-
nes~ Which the king set up against ~ analoaldlo treat7 001114 
haTe been removed by a clever adT1sor it_ he were reall.J' ala• 
. . 
oere 1n his attempt. At least it is certain that his advlaon 
Pla7ed an i r tluential role and are therefore important 1n 
the consideration ot the failure ot the treaties. "The Lord 
Chancellor was the otticial keeper ot the king's oonsoienoe." 
aays Gairdner.56 
a. Ann Boleyn 
It is contended that pa:rt ot Cromwell's reason tor mg-
ing the marriage to Ann ot. Cleves lq 1n his hope that her 
· Protestant inf'l-uenoe on. the king v.ould steady his sbakJ' posi-
tion. For "the king was obsened to be muoh gu14e4 by his wives, 
as long as they kept their interest with him."5'/ In the SaJDII 
manner Anne Boleyn was regarded by the reformers 1n Bngland 
as their "chief' encouragement. "58 
But it is too easy to find a stroJJger purpose tor Anne's 
allegiance to the new taith than a reported zeal tor the 
Protestant cause. Anne was ot all people at the oourt the 
one most concerned w1 th the, separation tl'om Bom6 It onoe that 
aoh1Slll were reoonoiled, Anne would probably feel it first. aD4 
harclest • Her intluenoe, thena though exerted Oil the s14e Gr 
the Protestants was not one oaloulated to move Henry to aooept 
56. 
~,. 
rse. 
Oa.1rdner, 5m• ~., P• 3. ,,. 
Burnett, . .9J!. .. all•, P• GO. "•'· ..L · 
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" 
the religious clause 1n the Smalcaldio m'f'ea. She was oontent 
al long as he remained anti-papal. · '1'he intluenoe ot Cranaer. 
who was tor ·a time tutor at the!Dme ot Sir Thomae Boleyn, 
does not appear prominently 1n Anne\l religiow, interest 1n 
advocating of the ref'orm.59 In any event _her au44en death 
1n May, 1536 prevented her being an intluenoe daring much 
or the time that Henry refused to acoept the Smal.oaldio con-
ditions. Her execution also necessitated a ra~her awkward 
change on the dedication page ot the Bible that came out 1n 
1537. They- were already printed when the sudden n•• aame that 
the name ot Her Majesty- to whom it was dedicated would have 
to be changed from Q.ueen Anne to Q,ueen lane. &O 
b. Thomas Cranmer 
A much greater effect was wielded by Cranmer than the 
obliq_ue one through Anne. From the time that he auggeate4 
the plan ot consulting the universities on the matter of Henry's 
first divorce,, he was a favorite ot the king. Bia actions 
1n supervising the solemn taroe ot that diTOroe aa well u hia 
deoree that the marriage to Ann Boleyn was null (three years 
after he had pronounced it valid) are indications of tbia 
tUlldamental characteristio in Cramner: his will was not ati-ong 
enough to stand up against a atrojlger1 and either his courage 
or his conviction was too weak tor the Protestant doctrine. 
59. ct. lacob·a .. R.R.• .al•, P• "· &o. Oair4ner • .2Jl• .!ll.•, p. 192. 
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BJ" his promotion ot Protestant leglalat1on 11) the begfnnhag 
ot Edward's reign, Cranmer showed the dritt ot his oou1ct1o~J 
but under the infl~enoe ot lielll'1''• will "he dlttered only with 
submission. n6l 
Yet- his motion 1n conTOoation in 1536 to petition the 
king tor an English translation ot· the Bible is 1nterpre'94 
by Burnett as a move tor "projecting the most ettectaal meana 
tor promo.ting a reformation ot dootrine."62 Be presse4 the 
King atter the Act of $upremaoy that since he had abol1sbe4 
the Pope, he should nov, put down those doctrines that bad no 
other foundation than decrees ot the pope. He was sellt 1io 
Germany in 1532 as an ambassador to seoure an alliance and 
obtain a divorce opinion. There he met Oslander, married his 
niece. and was intluenoed by his theological ideas. Saa ot 
his letters to Os;tander are ~ported b7 Burnett as 1na1catlng 
. &t3 
his dislike for the "violence ot the German d1Ylnes." His 
intluenoe on Henry was aet1n1tely' toward the Protestant 
confession, but his will was never strong enough to DLOYe, or 
to stand up against, Henry's. 
o. Thomas Cromwell 
Most int'luential ot all was Ommwell, with whoee help 
BeDr7 accomplished the three great •oolea1aat1oal oh&Dges -
the abolition or papal power, the destruction ot the monaste-
ries and the introduction and oompulsor., use or ~he Inglish 
61. Constant, ~· oit., P• 321. · 
62. Burnett, 5!2• oit., P• 313. v,, . .f. 
es. Ibid., p. 281 
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Bible. His influence with Henry 4ate4 fl'oll 'tbl tall of WOlNF 
when, as the inperial ambassador aa14, "he tue1nate4 Be~ 
by prlmising to make him the richest l:1ng 1tl the worl4."M 
B1s was the planning for the whole eoo.lee1aat1oal nYOlut1oa. 
·and his was pl'Obably the unsorupuAooa w11l that oarr1e4 1, 
out. "It was Orom-.rell' s plan to enlt the l'OJ'al authority 
es into a despotism by 2,oana ot a sUbsen1ent Parl1•ellt." 
At the same t!ma he was rep1'Se4 as the lea4er of the 
adTsnced party tor rotorm. In 1536 be issued 1n3anotlom to 
the e lergy designed to forward popular education towarc1 tbe 
ntormation. It \~us not he, but the Duke ot tbrfolk wbo 
brousht the vix ri.rticles up tor 11gislat1on. In tact he 
almost got into trouble as the Saxon Ambasaad~e -WJOte to the 
Diet ot Smalcald in 1540 that "Cromwekk• who na tlle real I . 
king ot Engl.end, had prevented the execution ot tbe Aot ot 
the Six J.rt1oles ••• n66 Be· saw to tbe publ1oat1on ot the 
English Bible. He had aaopted \folaey'e polloy ot playing 
l'rance asninst the emperor, to one ot alllanoe with the Pio-
. . 
testant princes aga1nst the tu1tually increasing tr1en4ab1p ot 
the Fa),opean ~ oarohs. Here, seem1Dgly~ was the one .to~ 
that could bring Henry to aoept the Smaloal.41o 4emancla tar 
an alliance. 
But tip points made h1m 1nettect1Te. Be was "a greet 
friend ot tbe Lutheran moTeD1ent, 1,Q\ t.bere is no ed4enoe at 
" 
hand ~o prove that he regarded it 1n 8ll7 other light than 
as o~tering to England an opportunity .tor asserting 1ta power 
1n detianoe ot pope and emperor. n&'l P'ar trom being an , adw-
oate ot Lutheranism, he is pictured as an opportunist who tried 
to uti11z~ tor personal. advantage the rising Lutheran moyaaent. 
"Be .had not a bit of religious interest ••• but believiDg the 
oat was about to jump in the direction ot Lutheraniam, he 
tried to put himself' in the line of its trajectory by doing 
all. he could to foster the .Reformers at home aDd the Protes-
tant alliance abroad. 1168 Secondly, he was ruined by the king 
at the zenith of his power. This is the snag where eTel'7 
movement halted - both reactionary and retomator,. "So long 
as Henry lived, complete reaction was as impossible to·oon-
69 
oeive as a frank advance along the pathway ot doctrinal change." 
That is the total eftect or the ohiet reform adTiaora 
upon the purposes ot Henry's selt-will and possessive pride 
in his new church. Ann was concerned onlT that ~111'1' remained 
ant19!'papa1. Cranmer saw the doctrinal reform that was neoes-
aa17, but lacked tho courage and the power to 1ntluenoe Henry 
tor ite adoption. C~ell, ~he man who held both leadaahip 
. 
in the reform movement and 1ntluenoe with the king, regarded 
the all1anc~ with the League as a purely politioal o'b3eot1••• 
6'1. Jacobs, .9Jl•~·, P• 180. 
68. Preserved Smith, The 51 ~ !Jl!. Retppation, P• 299. 
69. Fisher, .2.£• .s.ll.•, P• 448. 
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Enn the combined intluenoe ot their paaa1Te interest was not 
sutf'1oient to carry Henry across the wall ot his own personal 
religious stand. 
4. The Religious Attitudes ot the People 
One other tactor could be iooked tor as a possible :moti-
vation power to force Henry into a doctrinal agreement with 
Sobmalcalden. A government l.ike He1lrJ'a,depen4ent on a 
representative parliament. roughly reflects the will ot the 
people. The evil of over-simplitication oreep& ·into this as• 
peot ot the study more than 1n any other. -ffWe1rking on too 
ambitious a scale, basing generalizations on minute portions 
ot the vast bulk of evidence. bemused by pr1Tate 111'88 aM 
personalities, stretching the tacts to tit modern systems and 
dlotrines, historical v1riters continue to pro't'ide woetally 
simplitied accounts or the· experiences and reactions of 
English society" during the momentous third decade ot Henry 
VIII'a reign.VO 
, 
a. The Existence ot a Protestant Moyement 
For our purposes it is enough to point out that there 
were obJeot1ons to the doctrinal )asis ot the Boman Churoh 
in Ensland be tore Luther raised his voice 1n Gel'IUIIIY' • In a 
eummary of Foxe• s list ot martyrs contained 1n h1a A!!!! !!!!. 
· Monuments• Oairdner totals thirty~nine 11~:retioa ooDTenecl 1D 
twelve years. But with regard to loxe's oontention that this 
'/0~ A. G. Dickens, !'The· Northern CoDTOoat1on aD4 U.111'7 . 
VIII", ls!. Church Qu3rterlY Reyiew, Vol. CllVII, No. ~3, P• . 8'. 
• 
indicates the existence ot the true Churoh ot Cbrlat 1D BJ8lan4 
"it must be remarked that not a single member of that \rae 
Church remained constant in the profession ot a t:rue gospel. 
Every one of those thirty-nine abjured, and the two wbo were 
Ultimate 17 burned, were put to death as relapae4 heretics. 
after again renouncing their heresies and era · lng abeolutlon. 
from their excommunication before they auttere4."'ll So• 
oontend that the people did not question the establishe4 
4 iotrine and what religious . discord there was was due to the 
seed. scattered by Germans and the handful ot bglish ~ol-
lowers ot the Luther.an reformers.72 It is probabl7 true that 
Lollardy had never really died out in Englan4, but 1 t peniat-
ed more as a passive protest against the mec11eTal ohuroh than 
?3 
as a definite religious mOTement centered on Gospel truth. 
These roots that reached back to Wyolitte, were nour1shecl 
by Scripture reading in English vernaoular translations~ 
Lollard books, and received impetus by the reTival or· olaasi• 
oal studies. But not until the reto:mation moftlllent 1D 
Gemany did this religious opinion in England reoelve nal 
lite~ The true quality of this opposition to Bome 111111n1-
m1zed by Fisher and Gairdner who 01:ailll that "there were •••• 
in the reign of Henry VIII Englishmen, like Barnes, who were 
1mb - ' . t .. ,, ued with Lutheran theology, .... o.ut:,·they were ve-r, ew. 
,1. 
,2. 
73. 
Vol. rr • 
94. 
Gair4ner,, .sm,. R.U•, p. 52. 
Gasquet, -2».• all.• , p. 188. 
Thomas M. Lindsay• A History ot the Betol'llation, 
P• S16. 
Gairdner, .22• Jl.ll.., p. XI. 
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Their theological tenets were "the loudest and moat rloles 
torm ot the Lollard tradition, oomb1ne4 with aorape tNa the 
table ot German theology• with denial.a ot the tree4om of the 
will and disquisitions upon just1f'1ca1*n by faith, and soma-
times with the more extreme tenets ot the Anabaptista."75~ 
But th~t there must haTe been a considerable growth of 
interest in the reformation in the universities .of IoD4on is 
indicated by the fact that in 1531 divinity students wre re-
9.uired to take an oath renouncing the teachings of Wyolitte • 
H L 76 · us., and uther. Especially' 1n Cambridge was this true. 
As early as 1528 a group ot twenty-seven men met tor Scripture 
reading, mutual confession and prescribed acts of piety --
"engaged in reviving religion in England ·under its anoient 
forms." 77 This meeting plao~.. chosen because it was aooeea1ble 
b7 the back door to King's College, Queen's College, and st. 
John's, was referred to as "OermaDJ'" by their enadea_. An 
"Index ot Prol;libited Books" ot 1529 shows the extent ot the 
distributioJ',l ot reformation wri,ings, and indicates that an 
English group was keeping abreast ot the JDOTement 1n Germany. 
But it was never influential enough to move the King. The-
university representative who rose closest to Hen17 was .~e!lller, 
whose convictions of the· correctness 9f the Lllther,µi oauee 
'15. Fisher. 211.• .ill.•• p~ · 389. 
"16. Lindsay• .2R.• ill•• P• 31'1. Vol. IJ 
'1'1~ Jacobs, op, c1t •• _p. ~. 
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ooul4 not stiffen him to ditter with hie lting. Bor wu Ille 
feeling general enough among the people, · ao that lfeJU7 ooul.4 
feel a swelling demand tor retorm t?om , below and be IIOYe4 
to a direct Protestant alliance. Large towns like Lor.don an4 
Bristol contained a good deal more here87 than was general 
1i1 the country, but even here it is evident that abatraot 
doctrines were slow to aftect public opinion in R.ngl.and, and 
while,. doubtless, many minds were unsettle4 about transubstan-
tiation, pract1cai objections against acts and oonclitiona ot 
the clergy were more general. 
b. Its Anti-Abuse Rather Than .Anti-Dosana Character 
An examination ot the type ot abuse most trequently com-
plained ot by the people indicates .that "the ohief 41tt1oult7 
was not religious. 0 With the exception ot those groups aotaal-
ly interested in doctrinal mattere, the people objected to 
"the claims tor exemption put ·rorward by eooleaiastica 1n ·tJie 
name ot religion, which they :telt to be a stretching ot 
spiritual prerogatives into the domain ot tbe teaporal aonr-
78 
eign." The conclusion that Gasquet attempts to draw t1'C11 
this tact, that the English ev1denoe4 "an anquest1onect aocep-
tanoe ot the spiritual jurisdiction ot the Pope, aa Hea4 ot · 
the ·Christian Church" 79 is not completely tenable. For although 
'18. Gasquet, .2P. •. 9.ll.• , p. 68. 
,v. Ibid., p. 71 
n 
the people seemed relieved to have the old Cathollo dootrlae 
reestablished by the passing ot the Six .Articles, llar1llao 
wrote on July 13, 1539, "There is not a village feast or 
pastime anywhere 1n which something is not inserted 1n 4e• 
rision or the Holy Father."80 Be 1a probably oorreot. howeYer, 
in claiming that the opposition was not directed against him 
as the spiritual leader. The average 1aJman was · not apt to 
· separate the spiritual and temporal activities ot the Chm-oh 
accurately to determine just where t .he church's t'aulta were 
rampant. · 11 However clear t ·he distinction between the neoes-
sary and th~ accidental prerogatives might appear to the .mind 
. . 
or the trained theologian or the perceptions ot the saint, 
to the ordinary man, when the one was called in question, the 
other was 1mperi3:ed. And• as a tact, 1D England popular 
hrl.tation at the interference ot the ap1ritual1t7 generally 
1n matte~s not wholly within the strictly eoclea1ast1cal sphere 
was, at a given moment, skilfully turned bJ' the small re-
forming party into national, it tacit, aoquieeoenoe 1n the n-
Jection ot even the spiritual prerogatives of the Roman Pon-
titts."81 
The sudden breach with the papaoy demanded some Jasti• 
tioation before the people who were, 1n spite of all. Bowen 
Catholics. This process was accompl1she4 in the popular m1D4 
"b7 turning men's thoughts to the teaporal aspeot ot the papaoy • 
eo. 
81. 
Fisher., 2:Q.• ill.•, P• '36·. 
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a.ncl making them think that it was tor the national p~t1, 
and honor that this toreign yoke should be oaat off •••• The 
rel.igious aspect of' the question was as tar as possible rele-
gated to a secondary place in t1=19 disoussions."82• 'rhis taot, 
together with the lack of' . any leader, who., like Luther, was 
aware of the root of' the evil and zealous to iDstraet the 
people and to purify' doctrine, was the cause ot the oont1Dua-
t1on o:r opposition to the papacy on purely tmporal groanrla. 
It is also, theref'ore, the explanation ot the · tact that al• 
though there was much complaining against t be whole Boman ·· 
system, there was no popular pressure applied tor a retona · 
ot doctrine. As a result Henry's own apatbT to aJJT change 
rrom the hereditary . ri tea and ta1 th was allowed to make ~ 
possible an a1lianoe with . the doctr~ly minded Lutherans. 
c. The Int'luence ot the ~eople's Roman Catholic Heritage 
This b~ings up the question ot how much Hen17's policy 
was ,intl.uenced bl" the Qpposition to 811T dootr1Dal retorm ,ad-
vanced by the sincere Catho~io ·perceniage ot tbe English popu-
lation. Most Ellglishmen seemed happy to be tree4 from the ~ 
dut1e~ and blU'dens laid on them by- the Boman control. But the 
P1~ge ot Grace and other uprisings in the-th 1D41oate 
that there was a group attempt1Jl8 tq beoome vooal 1n , oppod~ 
t1on to ax,y tUrther digression trom Rome. In point ot t~ot. 
, 
"the :,il.gr1-s were not more consistent than other people, 
82~ Ibid •• . P• .98;. 
ror they plundered priests to support their 'dJIT·,' and while 
. . 
they insisted on the primacy ot th~ B1~hop. ot ~ • they ha4 
no wish to see his authority r~establish~d in Engl~."es 
Diokens quotes Froude on this anomaly; "Abuses ot all Jd.nda 
1nst'inot1 vely _sympathize,. and the o.lergy ot the North, .who 
w~re the most ignorant in England, and the laity whose aoolal 
irregularities Vlere the greatest, united resolutely 1n ~ir 
attachment to the Pope, were most alarmed at the progress 
ot heresy and were most anxious tor a reaction." This he 
cal.is "Froude' s grotesque attempt to establish a negative bond 
or uni.on between the Renaissance Papacy and the barbarous, 
Tudor North~~84 In any event the Catholic doctrinal opiDion 
Qt the northern insurgents does not seem detiDite enoush to 
have made them influential 1n restraining Henr:, trom llning 
up with the Smalcald and _the Augsburg Oontession. 
Dickens discusses only the attitude ot the upper olera 
as represented in the Convocation ot York. AlthOugh he tints 
more opposition in the Northern CoDTOcat1on than in the Southern, 
tram lS3l to 1536 they agree to the King's legislation. On 
December 4 1 l.536 a group ot Nort~ern d1T1Dea produce4 a ~eriea 
ot ten resolutions calling tor a reTersion to a oonaenatin 
religious pol.ioy. "Purgatol'7, WQrship ot saints, the 014 re-
aoincle~ holidays, pilgrimage, benet1t ot clers:,, aanotuary an4 
83. Lindsay 1 .212.• ..tll_. , p. 346. v O ' • tr . 
· . 84:. Dickens 1 . .sm,. ~. , P• 85. 
,. 
images are al.l defended." In the seoond resolution th:er 4e-
olared that by the laws ot the ohuroh, general ooanoUe, in• 
. 
terpretations ot approved dootors and consent ot Chr1et1an 
people, "the Poope of Rome hath ben taken tor the hedd ot the 
Churche and vycare ot Chryste and so oughte to be taken." In 
the ninth it was stated thut the "King's h1glmeaa, nor &DJ' 
tempor.al man may not be Supreme Head ot the Churoh by laws 
ot God to have or exercise any Jurisdictions or power spiri-
tual in the same• and all acts ot parliament made to the oon-
trary to be revoked."85 
But the importance ot these resolutions is at once mln.1-
mized. They were not torm\llated by the regular ooDYOoation, 
but only by a group of its bolder spirits. '?he aotual resis-
tance ot the Northern Convocation was limited to 1531 and 
was then centered about the person ot Tunstall. This does ~t 
deny the presence of revolt 1n the North against lieD1T' s pro-
te~tant policy, but merely says that they reoeived no leader-
ship tram their c·hurch superiors in the CoDYOoation, "-DY' ot 
whom were well enough informed to see two sides to a very 
ditticult question and all ot whom had caution emugh to avoid 
·embracing a voluntary martyrdom. n86 
Although the insurrections were put down, it is possible 
that the complaints ot leaders who represented the teel1Ds• 
or the people, the testimony ot prisoners and suapeoted persona, 
85. Dickens, op. cit.• P• 99 •. 
86. Ibid., p. 102. 
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·may have raised the question in Henrr's m1D4 "whether tbe -
Retormation was not being pressed onward too hastily tQr the 
great majority ot the English lait7. The King oried htil.t; aDd 
when C,romwell insisted on his plan ot alliance with the Pro-
testants ot the Continent of Europe, he went the way ot all 
counsellors ot Henry," on Jul7 28th, 1540. 87 Th1s is given 
additional circumstantial support by the popular reaction 
to the Six Articles of 1539. It such an act enforcing the · 
principles ot the Roman faith were sucoesstul so late 1n the 
development of Henry's reform, it would indicate that it 
"rather expressed than deflected opinion."88 The vote in the 
lower. house revealed only two dissenters and among the temporal. 
peers there was unanimity. "The people,"· wrote Marillac in 
June, 1539, "show great joy at the ~·s declaration oc;,ncern-
ing the sacrament, being much more inclined to. the old reli• 
89 gion than to the new opinions." 
This is the only reason other then those personal with · 
Henry that seems logical tor the rejection of the Augsburg 
Contession and the Smalcaldic alliances. It does not. howeTer• 
come into prominence as a possibility until after the Pilgrim-
age ot 1536 nor is it muoh more· than a subjective de4uot1on 
trom such acts as the Six .Articles·. Dein.Onatrable, howenr • 
are the affect ot Henry'~s political purpose, personal doo~rinal 
87. Lindsay, m:t• ill.•, Vol. 2, P• 34'1. 
ea. l!'isber, 5m. • .£ll_., P• 436. 
89. ibid., p .• 438. 
,., 
apathy• and jealousy tor the absolute control ot the Churoh 
ot England• on the f'ailure ot a def1Dite union with the. Saa.1-
caldic League. 
III. The Smaloaldio 0Terture1 
1n Relation to Political Conditions 
.,. 
There remains now to coi nect the various Smaloa14io 
overtures of Henry with the political situations described 
in the first section which prompted them. In that setting the 
motive ot Henry 1n making the advances vlill appear, and the 
various doctrinal embassies will show that the failure to · 
establish an alliance was a result of Henry's personal re• 
ligious viev,s. It is said that "Neither Henry VIII nor ~ ohn 
Frederick of Saxony appears to have P.:3eh much in earnest a-
bout an alliance. 0 l This section will show that Henry was 
interested more in a potential alliance as a threat over the 
heads ot the emperor and France than 1n a connection that de-
manded his acceptance ot a prescribed confession; and that. 
lohn Frederick and the Smalcaldic League were eager tor an 
alliance to protec~ the true Reformation faith grounded on 
a oo.nmon confession: but when HeJll'1''s continued 1n41tterence 
to doctrine· made that object hopeless, the League's hope ancl 
1. Thomas M. Lindsay, .A Hiaton .2t the Ret9Dftiop, 
Vol. II, P• 340. 
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purpose was resu1t1ngly less enthusiastic .• 
The Diet of Augsburg opened on June 20, 1530.. The Augsbarg 
Oontession was presented by the Protestants 1n an attempt to 
show that they belonged to the ancient and visible catholic 
church, but that specified abuses made it impossible tor 
them to remain in an unreformed Church. Pollard speaks ot 
"Melanchton's plan ot attaining peace witl:l the oatholl~s by 
breach with the Zwinglians."2 While this Tiew clisoounts the 
permeating doctrine of the individual priesthood ot all bellnera 
which ma.kes the Confession thoroughl.7 Protestant, it is true 
that its failure helped disabuse Luther ot his truet in 
Charles' intentions and tacilitated the harmonization ot the 
Wittenb.erg and Tetrapolitan teachings on the Eucharist. 'l'hese 
two developments precipitated the rormation ot the Sma1cal41c 
League a~ a meeting or the Frotestnnt Princes and the repre-
sentatives of the South German cities at Schmalcalden ~ 
December 22 to 31, 1530, and 1n March, 1531, and later at 
Frankturt in June, 1531.3 
Charles V's circumspect policy, hampered b7 lack of 
troops, money and prince~ support, le4 him to make his tirat 
ma...e· against the Lutherans a judicial one. The r,conatitution 
or the B~i~hskammergericht was -intended to .attack the PJotea-
2. A. F •. Pollard, "The Conflict ot Creeds and Parties 
1n GermalJl'," The Cambridge .Modtrn Histon; Vol. II. P• 21, • 
. 3~ . J~esMackimlon~ Luther and the Retomation, P• 22. Vol. rt', 
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tents by legal action against their secularization ot ohuroh 
property• The second problem tacing the prboea •• the reli-
gious one ot whether they could use toroe ot arms aotiwly 
to defend themselves against the emperor. Their final de-
cision was to form a league tor detense again.st attaok by 
litigation or otherv1ise. Al.most all North GerJllaDY and the moat 
important im11erial towns 1n the South were united in this 
contederacy Vlhich soon grew into one ot the European powers. 
It was necessarily anti-Hapsburg, ~d the Emperor had to 
reckon with it. Its strength became evident in 1532 at the 
Diet or ~nberg when the &iperor, harrassed bf Turkish an4 
Continental threats and conscious ot the League's unitr, 
bad to grant a "recess" by which the religious tru()e was in-
definitely extended beyond the final date ot April 15, 1531. 
Through the next years the · League gr;oew stiionger. In 
1534 Phil.:1.~ of ·Hesse persuaded the League to a ~re aggress~n 
policr 1n restoring Duke Ulrich ot Wurtenberg to authority oyer 
territory· that had been taken over by the llapsburgs. !'erdSnand 
was also forced by the Peace ot Cadan, lune 1534, to dzop all 
cases against 1:,eague members 1n the Kamm.ergerioht • No longer 
feeling themselves ' bound to the Ntlrnberg agreement which limi-
ted the members ot the League and gave the •peror a w ice on 
the ques~~on ot e:xtension,4 at a oonterence 1n Deoember 153:S 
4. Mackinnon, .QR.• .lll•, P• 31. Vat. Ir 
• 
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it was resolved to renew the League tor ten years and admit 
to membership all ·who subscribed to the Allgaburg Conteaa1on • 
Thia opened the way for more German members and., more important, 
tor Christian III ot Denmark. It was this strengthened and 
extended League which Henry saw not only as a defense against., 
but also a means ot possible domination over, !'ranee, the Pope 
and the emperor. 
The resUlting spread ot unhampered Lutheranism OTer 
Germany until 1n Vienna, tor example, Bishop J'aber wrote,· 
"the population was entirely Lutheran, saTe himselt and the 
Archduke, "5 forced the emperor to -consider the possibility ot 
OOID.promise, which was done at conterenoes between Lutheran aD4 
Roman theologians at Hagenau (June, 1540), at Wol"IIS (Noyember, 
1540) and at Regensburg (April,1541). ,It was this last union 
oonterence which convinced the emperor ot the uselessness ot 
anything but toroe and together with other continental dip-
lomatic developments led to the tinal negotiations between 
~ e S:malcaldic League and Henry 1n 1545 - 46. 
In the face of this mounting opposition which made possible 
alliance with a power as strong as England Ter, desirable, 
it is characteristic that the Le~ue in 1535 made the important 
. . 
fundamental change in their organizational plan requiring ao• 
knowledgment ot the Augsburg Confession as the standard 
5. L1ndS8J' • ..2£• ill•, Vol. I. -P• 3'18. 
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condition for the admittance ot new members, an important streng-
thening of the bond of ooilll'.OOn belief which cemented these 
Princes toget.her. 6 By this they intended to preTent what mlgJrt 
easily have happened, that a .foreign state, above all Engl.and, 
Fra.noe • and the Swiss Confederation, with eventual exolwsion 
ot Saxony, might be bound up altogether too oloseq with the 
interests of the League. 7 Preserved Smith says that w1n 
that day or theological politics it was natural to try to 
tind cement for the alliance in a common contess1on;"8 but 
in this case the emphasis is on the theological and not on the 
politics. The political interests of the 1mper1oally threat-
ened League urged a union tor defense irrespective ot the doo-
trinal position of England. It was the keen sense ot the ori-
ginal theological purpose of the League which passed this mo-
tion and held the menbers to i t through all the various at1iempts 
at an Anglo-Sohmaloalden alliance. 
l. First Anglo-Schmalcaldsn Contact on the Divorce 1530-1531 
The first contacts between Henry and the Protestant princes 
who later formed the Smaloaldio League he.d 1 ts origin in the 
rise of CharlesV by the Treaty ot Madrid and the Sack ot Bome. 
This strengthened Henry's policy to seek alliance with France 
in the League of Cognac in order to exert more pressure on the 
6. Adolt Hasenclever, B!!, Politik der Sobrnalltald8ller 
vor Ausbruoh des schmalkaldischen trikes, P• 111. 
--::, R!!~~!i ~th, .The ~ si.! the Retormation, p.:,01. 
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Pope tor the annulment dispensation he required. The Peace 
ot Cambray and subjection of the papacy at Barcelona made it 
neoessary for Henry to find a new met<lxxl ot 1ntlueno1ng the 
Pope for his divorce. 
In acting on Cranmer's plan to. consult the universities, 
the king commanded him 'to write a book tor his opinion and 
contirm it with as much. authvrity as he oould."9 In Deo•ber, 
1530 Cranmer went with the Earl ot Wiltshire, - Anne Bol&J'D'& 
father, Bishop Stokesley of London, and Edward Lee.-the Al'dh-
b1shop of York1 on an embassy to win over the emperor who was 
crowned by Cil.. ament VII at Bologna 1n March, 1530.10 . They 
first had an audience with the pope and got nowhere with their 
insistence that the prerog~tive ot the king ot England would 
not allow him to be cited to Rome. They tailed also with the 
emperor v1ho claimed to be bound 1n honor to support his a wit• 
When this mission was ended Cranm,r is said to have gone to 
Venice. then to Rome and so to England.11 But Burnet S8J'S. that 
he remained some months in Rome atter ~he ambassadors left and 
then went into Germany,. where he convinced Cornelius Agrippa 
ot the justice of the king's case.12 Whether there were oon-. 
tacts made with the Protestant princes in the year 1531 seems 
9. . Gilbert Burnet, !w!, Histo;rx ,2! the Retormation .2! !!!I. 
Church ot ~land, Vol. I, P• 148. io:- 7Constant • ~ Retormation JD. Epgland, P• 319. 
11. Ibid. 
1~. BQ.rnet, RR.• cit., P• 163~ 'lot . 1 -
doubtful. , al though Strype 1n his very contusing ~b1"onolog1oal 
M;emorials remarks under the year 1532 that the king's polic,y 
was to d.iscover what the learnedest men in Christendom 
thought. nTherefore t wo 2l. three :years ~ past,. the King 
em.ployed divers agents abroad••• Thomas Cranmer, .Andreas and 
Joannis Casali, and Previdellus, 1n Germany."13• The entire 
chronology is shaky but some assert that Oramner rlaited other 
parts of Germany during this time "to ascertain the opim.ona 
of the protestnnts, and to otter aEJsistance trom the English 
monarch to the prinoos, who had lately been compelled by the 
emperor's conduct to form the League ot &nalcald 1n their own 
def'enoe."14 
It this be accurate I the first overtures made by Henry 
to the League were t hrougb. Cranmer 1n the spring_ ot 1531. In 
May, 1531, Henry himself had praised the zeal tor reform among 
the German princes, ~but ·warned th.em against a restless spirit 
of religious and s ocial innovation."15. 
The motive here is, ot course, primarily, to gain support, 
it possible,ror his divorce. The principle ot Cromwell may 
already be !!lingled here with that ot Cranmer; tor though he 
was not ye~ possessed or a high title,. his counsels were al-
ready m.,ving the king. It was his general plan to adapt Wol-
sey's balance idea into one Y10rking for union with the Pro-
testant-countries. The tact that no agre~nt was made indicates 
13. 
14. 
15. 
p. 358. 
lohn Strype, Ecclesiastical Memorials, Vol. I, p.219. 
1l~ L.11n) .~ 11,, a. .. ,r,u. R,,.,,.,.r, , P .. c,•r· f)J, . •I ')""·.:~""'1· .. ~·~··w, 
H. A. L. Fisher, ~ Riston; ot Erurla.lN 'aQ.,- • 
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that the Lutherans had their suspioions ot the motive beh1D4 
Henry's ret'ormation. It also indicates their own ainoeritJ' 
or purpose, tor to have gained this powertul. king. already 
. howtile to pope and emperor, "was the wisest thing they ooul4 
do,, ••• But such measures as these," writes Burnet, 19though 
they very well became the apostolic see, 7et the7 wre uJl-
worthy of men who designed to restore an apoatolio religion. ,.la 
Most authorities make no mention of these meetings 1n 1531 
between Cranmer and the protestants. Typical ot th~ usuel 
chronology is that "he accompanied Wiltshire to the &n.peror 
when he met the Pope at Bologna in 1530; and after his return 
home, he himself wa s sent as ambassador to the Emperor 1D 
1532, having a secret mission also to some ot the German prin-
ces, which proved a failure owing to the pacitioation ot 
N«lrnberg. While with the · :Emperor at Mantua, he reoeived his 
recall., as on Warham's death the king had determined to make 
him i~chbishop ot Canterbury. This was awkward, as he had 
'Im- ,.1'1 3 ust married in GermallY' a niece ot Osiander ot 1.uu.-nberg. 
Dr. Robert Barnes also appears 1n Wittenberg on a com-
mission from the King 1n August and September, 1531.18 lie 
was one ot the Cambridge men interested 1n the retormation a.114 
had been torced to recant. Lutheranism 1n 1526 under threat or 
16. Burnet, OD. cit. P• 163. vol . I. 
17. "Cranmer"'! 15Ictlonan gt !Pglish Church Historz:, 
s. L. Ollard and Gordon Crosse, Eds. 
18. H. E. Jacobs. !u., Lutheran Movement ill Epglap~, 
p. 49. 
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the stake. In that same year his B1ble-41atr1but1Dg aol1T1-
t1ea were discovered and he was under auoh auap1o1on that be 
eaoaped to Antwerp· in 1528.. For the next three yeara· he 11Yed 
in Germany using the asumed names "Anthonlus Amar1us" or 
"Antonius Anglus" to escape deteotion.19 In 1~31, the same 
year in whichle published a detenoe ot nineteen Protestant 
theses, the King saw a use tor him 1n the work ot reorganizing 
the English Church and persuaded him to return to Engl.and. 
His negotiations in Germany were also designed to secure fa-
vorable opinions on Henry's divorce trom the Protestant · 
theologians. 
Sir Wm. Paget seems also to have been 1n Gel"ll8D1' at 
this · time. Burnet, in an intricate bit ot hi~torioal back-
tracking records the account ot the "Judicious and diligent" 
Seokendort which states that Cranmer on July 15, 1532 1Dquire4 
ot the· El~ctor, John Frederick where Paget was, "whom the King · 
had sent to the Elector." And the answear:was that "he had 
been with the elector the tomer year."20 This would put h111l 
in contact with the protestants in 1531 also, but his pur-
poses were no doubt also ddvoroe-ial. 
2. Negotiations ot 1532 
On January 24, 1532 instructions were_given to Cranmer 
to work_ secretly "to secure an alliance with the Protestant 
· 19. Jacobs, ~- ill, .. , p. 181. 
20·. Burnet, ~- all.•, Vol. III. P• 193. 
8? 
princes ot the S'ma1cald1o League against CharleaV an4 at the 
same time to continue to obtain trom the Lutheran doctors 
an opinion in favor ot the divorce."21 He met Charles V at 
the Diet ot Ratisbon and followed him on to the Diet ot 
Nllrnberg. Elector John Frederick had already "secretly lett 
the Diet ot Rat1sbon"22 Cranmer delivere4 letters tromthe 
king to the elector, the Duke ot Lllnenburg and to the prinoe 
Of Anhalt, at Nllrnberg. They contained only ·a general otter 
of friendship. The next day, luly 15, 1532, Cranmer had a · 
oonterence with the elector and two aids and asked them es-
pecially about their religious troubles, the war with the 
Turks, "and the church lands, which (as the7 beard) thq had 
seized on. "23 Four days later he told "the elector's secre-
tary, Spalatin," that both the King and Prancis I would as-
sist the Protestant princes in the matter of religion. 
With respect to his instructions to secure an opinion 
on the divorce, Cranmer b~came intimate with Osiander. He 
persuaded him to write a book in tavor of Henry's dlTOrce, but 
had no success with the other divines, whose general op1n.1on 
on the whole problem was always that Henry should not have 
married his brother's wife, but once having done so ought not 
to divo_rce her on the grounds that the marriage was not 
21. Cons!aant, .21!.• Ril•, P• 319. 
22. :il'U·.utH,, ~l .2J.l.•, Vol. III,. P• 113. 
23. Ibid. 
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per.missable. 
Paget also returned to the elector 1n August, 1532 "pro-
posing many t hings to h im concerning religion. n 24 But bJ' 
that time the Protestant group had no more need .of a trea~, 
nor were they f'ree to make one. l'or by the Religious Peaoe 
of Ntlrnberg JuJ.y 23, 1532• the religious truce ot the Diet 
of Augsburg was renewed indefinitely in exchange tor aid a-
gai~st the Turk. But the League was to make no changes in 
their confess ional stand ·nor were they to admit bew members 
or make alliances without giving the Emperor an opportunity 
to vote on the matter. John Frederick did, however, "in a 
writing under his ov;n hand, of ter the scheme of that whioh 
was atte~;ards proposed in their name to the king."25 
In June, 1533 "the Englishman,. Barne~, Henry VIII's en-
voy," is mentioned among those present ot the first dis-
putation at Wittenberg University• renewed and promoted b7 
26 
the r acul ty to · enhonce the prestige ot academic degrees. 
In 1533 Stephen Vaughan was sent to Germs~ to explore 
Lutheran opinion on the divorce and s~und the disposition 
toward Engl.and27 ot the Elector ot Saxony, the Landgrave ot 
Hesse, and the Duke of Brunswick-Luneburg. Christopher Mundt 
28 (Mount) was despatched tor the same purpose to Bavaria. 
It is claimed that at this time (July 28, 1533) Vaughan was 
. . 
given instructions to negotiate an alliance with these and 
24. Ibid. 
25. lb!d. • P• 194. -
26 ~1 ..,,t+. p 10'1. Vol. ..J.Jl · • ma.CA: nnon, .9J?.. ~· • • 
2'/. Fisher, .9.P.• cit •. , P• 358. 
28. Constant, jlll• ~ •• ·P• 110, n. 
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the other princes in the b'maloaldic League.29 lPiaher is at 
variance on this point, claiming that no specitio instructions 
tor an alliance had yet been issued.30 
3. Negotiations of 1533 
In the very beginning. of December, 1533, n1net'.88n propo-
sitions were presented to the King's Council. The fourteenth, 
titteenth, and sixteenth articles relate to negotiations with 
the Protestant princes: 
"XIV. Item, Certain discreet and graTe persons to 
be appointed to repair into the parties of GermaD1': to 
practise or conclude some league, or amit1e, with the 
princes and potentates of Germa117; that is to ·say, the · 
King of Pole, Kir g John Of Hungary, the Duke ot Saxo111', 
the Dukes of Bav:iere, Duke Frederic, the Landgrave Van 
Hesse, the Bishop ot Magons, (Morguntium,) the Bishop ot 
Friars, the Bishop of Colen, and other the potentates 
ot Germany. And also to ensearch ot what inclination 
the said princes and potentates be or towards the King 
and this .realm. 
"XV. ~. Like practise to be made and practised 
with the Cities of Lubeck, Danske, Hamburgh, Bromeswick, 
and all · other the stedds ot the Haunse Teutonic. Ard _to 
ensearch of what inclinations they be towards the King 
and this realme. 
"XVI. Item, Like practise to bJna.de and practised with 
the cities of Borimberg and Augsbou'r"'gh." 31 
The resolution taken by the Privy Oounoil on these pro-
positions was: "And as unto the fourteenth, fifteenth, and 
sixteenth Articles, it is ordered that letters shall be with 
all speed devised and sent unto Mr. Wallop, to advertise the 
29. Ibid.• P• 309. n. ! , 
30. 'Flsher, .21?.• oit., p. 358. 
31. Strype, ~· cit., p. 233-234. 
J'renoh ~ing thereof, before 8117 ot them shall be put in 
execution."32 
4. Negotiations ot 1534 
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With special reference to Article Fifteen ot these pro-
positions, Blrnet writes, "This, it seems, gave the occasion 
ot sending Paget. n33 The occasion was J anuarr, 15341 when 
Heath and . Mount were sent to the courts ot Bavaria, SaxoJIT, 
Besse, Cologne, Treves, and Mainz "to explain the Justice ot 
the King's cause and to exhort the princes to maintain 1t at 
the general council. ,,34 Paget was despatched at ·the same time 
to Luneberg and Mecklenburg. to Poland and to Prussia. In 
his instructions the first note is sounded that indicated 
Henry's gradual realization that a doctrinal agreement would 
have to preceed a poli tioal union. Since North GermaDT was 
particularly solicitous about the reformation, Henry instructed 
Paget to promise "that in case there be aJIT articles, causes, 
or matters in those parties teaching any' abuses, evil cus-
toms, or opinions • .; • which thq shall th1~ neoesa&rT and 
requisite to be retormed and redressed,••• his highness wiil 
not only right thankfully and kindly admit the 88Jll8 oa~es to 
his most favorable audience, but also will, with all atteot 
and sinoerity to him rossible, endeavor himself both to the 
32. Strype, 21?.• ill.• , p. 235 • 
33. Burnet, 5!£• cit .• , Vol. III, P• 194. 
34~ Fisher, sm• ~~, P• 358. 
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extirpation and putting away ot the said abuses and eTll oua-
toms sounding against God's Word and lawa ••• "38 
"What followed upon this and how it was executed does not 
appear.n36 
Dr. Barnes at this time was 1n Hamburg trom where he wrote 
to Henry on July 12, 1534 urging him to make peace with the 
newly chosen King of Denmark, Christian III, instead ot con-
tinuing his foolish struggle to get control ot Lflbeck's gOT-
ernment and dominate Denmsrk.37 
5. Negotiations of 1535 
The French efforts to win the pope away trom the Ibperor 
by the marriage of Henry, the son or Francis I, and Catherine 
de Medici, the niece or the Pope• having tailed by the death 
ot Clement VII, France in February, 1535 turned to woo the 
Smalcaldic League. Vlhen Henry heard ot this he was worried. 
He had been dallying w1 th the idea of an alliance as we have 
seen; but pow he was not only tlzreatened by a possible inva-
sion, nor alone by the possibility ot a council which would 
trom all indications decide against him, but also he stood 
a chance or losing his one possible ally. He Talued a Smal.-
caldio friendship at this time as an ally against the emperor• 
or at least as a means ot preventing them. trom assisting the 
emperor; as a support tor him in his act ot repudiating the 
35. Burnet, sm,. ~. • Vol. VI~ p. 102. 
36-. .ill.g_., VoI.. 'III. P•· 193 •. 
37-. 'ffiiier, ~· cit.• P• 360. 
papacy; and as an ally against a possible oombination of 
French end Imporii1l forces against Engl.and. All ot these 
values ,·1ere threatened by the projected French alliance. 
II 
·To prevent the loss of this backing against the Pope he 
v,rote to Sir John Wallop, his French ambas~ador, instructing 
him to Protest to Francis I against his "g1v1ns his advioe to 
the Germans to own the supremacy ot the Roman Bishop."38 
To safeguard the League as a possible ally, he resolved "to 
strike u.p s league with those princes., v1ho had also renounced 
· the Pope as he had done, n39 and to prevent the success ot 
Cardinal Bellay's plan of getting ~elanchton to France to 
effect doctrinal agreement with the French theologians. 
Accordingly on July 26 • 1535 these instructions were sent 
to Cromwell: nFirst, bis pleasure, thet he should immediately 
(upon the receipt hereof) despatch Barnes in post, with Deryk 
in his company' into Germany; commanding him to use suob dili-
gence in his journey, tbat he may and it be possible• meet 
with Melanchton before his arrival in Fraunoe ••• :rurthel"IIIOre• 
the king's pleasure is, ye shall ••• 1.mmediately oause Mr. 
Haynes, and Christopher Mount, in post to repair into !Prance• 
to Sir John Wallop ..... 4o Thus he hoped to torestall Melanoh-
ton's visit to France and persuade him to oome to · England in-
stead; or being too late tor that, to have men in France to 
38. strype, .QQ.·. cit., p. 34'1. 
39. f>id ~, p. 348. 
40. urnet, .21?.• cit., Vol VI, P• 142-143. 
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persuade him not to heed the Romanist Francie I. lt ?Aelanoh-
tb.n were already 1n Franoe, Barnes was to proceed to Germany 
to persuade the protF.3stants "to persist and continue in their 
former good opinion, oonoernlng the denial ot the bishop ot 
Rome's usurped authority .... and that theJ no:w may better main-. 
tain their said just opinion therin than ever they might, haT-
ing the king's m.ajesty ( one of the most noble and puissant 
princes ot the world) or like opinion and judgment with them.. "4:1 
Jacobs claims that Barnes was 1n Wittenberg on March 11, 
1535 where he suggested to Melanchton that he write a letter 
to Henry. 'rhis he did, urging him to use his authority to 
deliberate with lear ned men concenning the t7Pe ot doctrine, 
tor abuses are cr~eping into the church because "kings are not 
42 taking pains to have a simple and sure tom ot dootrine issued." 
Whether he then returned to England and was despatched again 
in July to stop Melanchton, is not sure. stl"1pe does not men-
tion his be.ing in Germany that early, but basing his date on 
Seckendort's History, states that Barnes came to Wittenb~g 
1n the month of July with letters trom Henrr to John J'rederik, 
Elector. He received the Elector's answer at Jena in 
Thuringia on September 18 where the professors and soholara 
. 43 
had withdrawn becau~e ot the Plague. The instructions ot 
41~ Steype1 .2.Il• ·c1t., P• l~ .. 
42. Jacobs, .2.U,l cit., p. 56. 
43. Strype, £1?.• ill•, p. _358-357. 
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Henry were carried out, · and Melanchton ~id not l!P to J-ranoe. 
not so much because of the influence or Barnes, as beoause the 
Elector t1·usted even the Emperor more than he d 14 the Protes-
tant persecuting government of Francis I. · 
As it ~urned out the French were glad that the Yi.sit tell 
through. Their only purpose in the alliance was to eabroll 
the emperor by means of a military alliance, and theJ' teared 
that the probable religious disagreement which would arise at 
a Frotestant conference would alienate the Gel'ID,8Jls from a 
civil league. So in spite of attempts on the part ot Frane..1a' 
sister, Q.ueen of Navarre, to get him involTed in a :religious 
alliance that would mean a break with the pope, his ministers 
diverted him from all thoughts of a doctrinal alliance. When 
· Cardinal Bellay was at t -he December meeting ot the League. at 
SchJnaJkalden with a scheme of purely political expediency, he 
heard the formal statement that "the League ha~ been establ1sh-
e4 among them for no other reasons -than tor the pure Word ot 
God• and for preserving and propagating the sound doctrines 
ot taith. n44• 
This ended the French danger to Henr.,' a European alliance. 
It turther strained relations between Engl.and and France tor 
the King of England was greatly nettled when Fr~oia, who 
resented Henry's efforts to have him pass laws against the 
44. Jacobs, .22.• cit., P• 53. 
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Pope, claimed that "his laws were !!!2, old to be changed• g1 .,._ 
ing a jerk at King Henry's laws, because ot the newness of 
them."45 i!"'rance was driven into an alliance with the Turk 
in order to war on the Emperor in 153&. But to olinoh a league 
with them himself, Mency would also be required to line up 
with them doctrinally. In August 1535 Melanohton dedicated 
the edition of his M2.Q.1 to Henry as a censor, emphasizing 
again the need or s. sure torm ot dootrine.46 Barnes seems to 
have made several trips ·durliaig this period; tor he came from 
·England again i n the middle of September with a three•told 
proposition,. that an English embassy be "r. ecu11~ to discuss 
doctrine with Luther and the other doctors; that Melanchton 
be allowed to come to England and oonter w1 th the King; and 
stating that the King of England "would not be averse to con-
nection with the Smalcaldic League, provided a place were 
accorded him proportioned t .o his rank, and the articles of fai~h 
which the League was pledged to defend were submitted to ~.n•7 
The Elec-t;or answered on September 21. The dootors of 
the University would be ~ady to meet an English legate. As 
tor Melanchton's visit, it was neoessary that that be post-
poned until other professors returned. ~bile the Elector could 
not alone decide the terms ot admission ot the X1ng into the 
45. 
46. 
4'1. 
Strype• .QR.• .£U•, P• 360. 
J'aoobs, .21?.•...2!!•, P• 5'1. 
!l!!.s, •• p. 57-58. 
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League, he could and would say that "it the lting and tbe 
Elector were to be members or the League at the same time, 
the former must be prepared to cordially accept and s~bsoribe 
the Augsburg 6onf'ession."48 A similar note was struok in a 
letter to the King written on September 26 by Melallohton tor 
the ~lector and carried to England by Bernes, 1n whiohwere 
such loaded stat ements as " ••• since ,1e have learned that your 
Serene Highness is possessed of a great desire to retoim. the 
doctrine of religion ••• " and " ••• it your Serene Majesty, there-
·t'ore, ·will devote his zeal to reforming the 4ootr1ne an4 
correcting ecclesi,.i sti cal abuses ••• n.4.9 A final indication o'f 
this doc>trina.J. stand appears in a Melanchtonian-Electoral 
letter oi' November l '7 which was written after further Qon-
terences with Ih rnes and other English legates: nit is, 
ind(88d, very agree.able tor the princes and oontederatecl 
states to learn t hat the King also desire-a to aid the pure 
doctrine; and they pray that he may continue in this opinion."50 
Up to this ti~e Barnes had been employed by Henr:, as hil 
deiegate. probably because his known Lutheran tendenoies made 
him more acceptable to the Protestants. But now that the mat-
ter of an actual league was gett'ing definite, he sent &:tward 
Fox and Nicholas Heath to the meeting at Sobmalkalden and oaa-
missioned them to go to Wittenberg to disousa doctrine with 
Lut.her· according to the agreement made with the Elector 1n 
.... 
.S. Jacobs, M• cit., P• 58. 
491 Ibid., P• 59. 
50. Ibid., p. 60. 
September. Fox was one ot the most brilliant men ot bis day. 
He had been active in Henry's entir~ eooles1ast1oal re:vo1ut1on, 
and largely instrumental in discovering Cranmer and etartiBg 
him along the way that ended in his becoming Primate ot the 
English Church. Melanohton and the Elector distrusted him• 
but when he returned to England be became the leading repre-
sentatlve of Lutheran opinion there until his death in 1538. 
Heath, on the other hand, identified himself with the Catholio 
side in 1548, became Archbishop -of York 1n 1555, and issued 
the writ of execution of Cranme+nd some two hundred sennteen 
other persons for evangelical convictions: as Lord High Chan-
cellor under Queen Mary. 
. . 
Fox spoke i'or the English delegation at the oonvention 
of the League at Scbmalkalden on December 24, 1535. Be said 
that the English delegation :were concerned only with the Wort 
ot God a.nd truth, working for a -King who had shown incredible 
zeal and love in religious matters and was now anxious to 
cooperate with other princes in propagating the pure knowle4ge 
ot God. Holding that the cause ana work ot the English Chris-
tians was the same as that or the brethren in Gel"JD81Q', theT 
stated that the King was endeavoring to retorm. the aolmow-
ledged abuses in the English Church. With regard. to the pro-
posed Council, Fox stated that concerted act-ion should be plan-
ned ·u._ posaihl.e, but that peace am harmony- -ot Christian 
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d . ~ octrine constituted the t1rst requirement. 
This avowal of the King• s sincere purpose to establish 
a doctrinal agreement moved the as~embly to aoOept a doou-
. . 
ment prepared by Melanohton as another prel1mina17 step to 
actual alliance. Th.is doaument ·was signed by tlle Elector an4 
the Landgrave, as well as by the English ambassadors; who 
"were guilty of an absurdity" in that "the7 subsor1be4 berore 
the Elector and Landgrave, they ,vriting their nmaes wder 
them, which form would hardly hold at this day."52 The 
document is known as "The Thirteen Articles ot 1535•" Sum.-
marized by lJJrd Herbert into nine propositions they state: 
"l. That the King would approve the Augqstan Confession. 
2. Tha t he sould defend it in a tree 0011Do11. 
3. That neither part should admit summons tor a oounoll 
without the others' consent. 
4.. That they should protest ·against the Pope. it .he 
should prooee~ o~herwise. 
5. That the King should join unto their dootrine ant 
league, and accept the title ot Patron .11W. .0,t,p41r 
of it. 
6. That the opinion ot the pope's primacy sbould be 
forever rejected. 
7. That in case of invasion ot either party• neither 
should yield aid to the invaders. 
a. That the King should pa7 an hundred thousanc1 crowns 
towards the defence or the League. And ir the war 
be long two hundred thousand. The remainder to be 
- reS'tOred when the war was ended. 
51. Ibid.• :P.!' 62-63. 
5t.. Seckendorf quoted by Strype, SR.• .!.ll.•, P• 351-352. 
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91 That when th.e King hFJ.d declared his mindA they should 
send an embassy ot learned men to him. n.13 . 
Of' particular bearing on the history is the twelfth 
article. In :full it reads: 
1.2.Item, That :rorasm.uch as the ambassadors ot the said 
most noble king shall now tor a time remain in Ge1'1D8D7e, 
and dispute with the learned men ot certain articles, the 
said princes do require· that they will make means as 
soon as they can to know their said most noble king's 
mind and resolution, in the entering into the conditions, 
Place and state of the said league; and when they shall 
be certified of the same, to signit:, it unto us the 
elector of Saxe, and landgrave ot Hesse."54 
'l'his was the shape which the ·negot1at1ons· reaohe4 bJ the 
end ot the year. Fox and Heath, with Barnes were to go to 
Wittenberg to discuss doctrinal matters on the basis ot the 
Augsburg Confession and Apology, and it agg_,reem,nt were reach-
ed a Lutheran representative was to go to Eilgland to complete 
the negotiations. 
8_. Negotiations of 1536 
These meetings are, ot course, but a continuation ot those 
ot 1535. The English envoys reached Wittenberg on January 1, 
55 . 
1536. They did not begin their meetings at once, tor 
Melanohton was on a tour ot investigation in regard to the 
Anabaptists. When he returned on January 15th the session 
op~ned~ but 1ihe ambassadors did not seem anxious to begin 
the serious discussions. In spite ot 7ox's repeate4 bold 
53. Strype •. .SW..• ~ •. , ll• 349. 
54. · Burnet, .SW.• all.•, Vol. VI, P• 153. 
55. Constant. ~· ~., P• 400. 
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assertions that 0 the Ki ng viould altogether allow ot the 
opinions of t hose of \'11ttenberg, n 56 it became more and more 
evident t hat t hey vte~e trying to gain time until they- could 
receive instruct ions from England. Henry had been taken on 
his own hook. I n t rying to gain an alliance which Francis had 
failed to obtain beca use he did not wish to come to an agree-
ment on doctrine, Henry had overplayed his hand 1n professing 
his zeal for t he true f aith and pure religion. The League hacl 
taken him up and hi s ambassadors .were forced to agree to a 
doctrinal discuss i on on the Augsburg Confession. They tried 
to gain time 1td tih more ar gument on the divorce-. laoobs says. 
"It VJOUld be a more charitable interpretation to regard the 
ambassador s as sympat hizing more or less with the reform in 
doctrine, and hopi ng t o win over their sovereign to the faith 
which they recognize as t ruth, by obtaining from the r/1tten-
berg theologians a conses sion which ,vould have been sure to have 
sreatly gratified him. Had the divorce heen endorsed• it ~s 
probable t hat t he English Church would have been 1ledged to 
the Augsburg Confession and the Apology."57 
Thie is an extravagant statement. None ot the c1roU,Stances 
seem to warrant such a possibility on the part ot He.nry. The 
approval ot the legality ot the dovorce trom Katharine was stlll 
important to him, but only in so tar as it would 1nd1•ate that 
56. Strype, 211• oit., P• 352. 
S'1. Jacobs, .sm,. cit., P• ?O. 
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the League would s t and with him against the Emperor,. But Ka-
tharine died on J anuary 6, 1536 a and he must already haft been 
. tired of Anne, who was executed 1n M:a7.. Onoe he had made the 
definite br eak wi th Rome, Henry nq longer needed sanction tor 
his matrimoni;al severances. His concern was now for the set-
tlement or the doct :-,. .. inal status in his land - not that be wish-
ed to follow i n evangelical footsteps, but that he wished to 
quash all radic al movements for the old statu~ quo ot Boman 
Catholicism mi nus ·t he Pope. Yet, \"Jhile the ecclesiastical pot 
was still boiling in England in preparation tor .the pl'Oclama-
tion of t he Ten Ar t i cles, he was content to let his theologians 
argue points of orthodoxy with the. Germans, in order to pre-
ven-t compl i cat i ons ,11th a foreign r,ov1er. This latter danger 
had also been minimized by the waX' which broke out between 
France and t he empire in 1536. That explains the tact that 
"although Fox by lette1•s to the King had related what was done 
at Wittenberg , yet re received commands b7 which the business 
58 
ot religion was de f erred and prolonged." · 
· In compliance with this poli~Y' it ~as not until J"anu:ar., 
21 that they professed themselves readr to discuss doctrine; 
and then they argued about the divorce until Melanobton ~ew 
tired ot waiting and returned to Jena to finish his Anabaptist · 
oon1'11ct. Beath tollo\ ed Melanohton, kllli.Qg mre time 1D 
·58. Strype, SW.• cit., P• 354 •. 
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~1ttenberg; they returned together on February 10~ Shol'fly 
afterwards they ber;an to discuss doctrine, examining the 
Augsburg Confession , article by article. Bf March 28 Luther 
was finally able to send the Elector a translation ot the 
articles upon which they had agreed~ 
The Englis.l'l delegation must have kno,·m ot ·v1hat little bene-
fit such di scussion ,:-;ould be • . For Henl"Y''s reply to the Thir-
teen l\rticles arrived in Jittenberg "about the month Of JanUal'J'•"5t 
It was not read to t ~e Protestant pri~oes at ~it~enberg until 
March 12., 1538 eo anO. was then couched in modified terms. A 
comparison of t V',O poin·ts as written by Henry and as presented 
by the ambassadors will illustrate this policy. The King 
·wrote ln regard to the f irst of the Thirteen Articles, which 
specified agree.ment on the Augsburg Confession: 
nThe most noble . king answereth, That hi~ majesty \Yill, 
and hath of long tiF1e minded to set forth the evangelle 
of Christe and the true sincere doctrine of the same, 
out of which s pringeth and floweth our true faith, which 
to defend he is £1ost ready both with life and goods; bat 
to say• that he being a · king ·reckoned somewhat learned , 
(though W'lworthy,) having also so many excellent well 
learned me n within his realm, th1nketh it aeet to accept 
at any Creature's hand• the observing of his and his 
realm's faith, · the only ground whereof rema1neth 1n 
soripture, surely he doth not."61 
As the King's reply to this !J()int was relqed to the 
Protestants it read: 
"To tl1e lfirst Second , and Seventh Articles, his mJe~y 
bath very acceptable and agreeable, the honor tbe7 have 
thought to defer m1to him,. as above all princes, to dall 
him to be a protector and detensor ~t your religion, wbioh 
is a declaration of the certain benevolence and trust that 
they have in his majesty;- and altho_ugh his majesty ,know--
eth what envy and danger tt,Uoweth such title• yet IJ8Ter-
theless -h1s highness is so desirous to do them pleasure, 
59. Ibid., p. 349. 
6i. 'lblq., P• 155. 
60. Surnet, 9.P.• oit. 1 Vol. VI,p.161 n. 
and t _o the g lory of the gospel, his grace 1a content ~. 
to acceptjthe same honor, atter that between 'his and their 
orators, agreement shall be had upon the lint and SecoD4 
J'\rticles, for it should not be sure nor honorable tor 
his majesty, ~efore they shall be .with Ida grace agreed 
upon certa in ooncord ot doctrines I to take such a proT1noe 
upon his highness; and torasmuch as his maJest7 deaireth 
muc~ t hat his bishops and learned men might agree with 
theirs, but seen that it cannot be, unless certain things 
in their confession and apology, should b7 their tamlliar 
conferences mitigate, his grace theretore would the ora-
tors and Jsome excellent learned men with them should be 
sent hither, to canter, talk, treat and c~une upon t~e 
same accordi11g to the Thirteenth Article." 
His ambassadors smoothed Henry's answer down, but when 
hie other reques ts "of' no great cost nor difficulty" were 
added, ft becarae apparent that Henry was trying to slur OTer 
their doctrinal demands by further negotiation and attempt to 
make the practical side of t he alliance definite. He request-
ed that 
"in case any prince invaded his dominions on the aooount 
ot religion, that they v10uld furnish him, at their · ex-
pense, with five hundred horsemen completely armed• or 
ten ships well arra11ed fo1• war, to serve tor tour months: 
and that it should be at the King's choioe, whether horse 
or ships: and that they should retain at the King's oharge 
such a number of horse and toot as the King should ·need. 
••. or instead of the foot,. twelve ships in order, which 
the King might keep in his service as long as he pleased: 
and last of a l.l I that the confederates will promise 1D 
all. councils, and everywhere else, to promote and detend 
the opinion that Dr. martin, Justr,fj· Jo~os, c901ger, 
Pomeran, ·and Melanchton had of his marriage." 
To an extent Gardiner had much to do with the King's dis-
carding of the alliance. He was the King's ambassador 1n 
64 France at the time and with arguments d hominem ~like .a 
62. 
63. 
64. 
Strype, 2D.• ill• 1 P• 160. B\ll"net, sm, • .sul._ •• Vol III. P• a1e. 
Constant, .2.J2.• ill,., p. 36'1. · 
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a11btle underminer o:f the intended league with the German 
Protestant princes and s t ates, he wrote an answer, utterly 
disapprovi ng them, but upon plausible ~g1111ents: aa, ''l'bat 
hereby the Ki ng wo uld be bound to the Churoh ot GermallJ', and . 
might not do according a s God's Word .should direot, without 
their allowance "' , 65 and $0 on. But it was what the Elector 
had fea red from the begi nning, that the King had onl.7 a po-
litical des i gn in all t his neaotiation, intendin~ to bring 
them into a dependence on himself, without any sirr.cere in-
tentio_ns wi t h r elat ion t o religion."66 
The Lutheran party did make every effort to win Engl.and 
to the Lutheran posi t i on . They postponed the .Article ot Hass, 
Communion under t wo kinds, marriage ot priests and monastic 
vows, as lo, g as pos sible, and when they took them up the,-
w~llted as ciecumspectly as possible. Melanchton drew up the 
results of t hese conferences i nto articles known as the Wit-
tenberg .Articles.67 They were accepted by the ~assadors 
conditional to the King 's approval, which they never receivecl. 
Heney had already stated that he ·would let no om else impose 
a creed on his country. 
On i\pril 24 the princes met at Fra.nktort. The English 
ambassadors made plans to attend, but the Elector refused 
65. Strype, .22• pit., P• 3~. 
66. Jacobs, ~· .2.!l•,. p. 6~· . 
6'1. Constant, .212.• .Q.ll.., P• 401. 
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to see Fox again, tor "if the lC1ng hesitated about admitting 
into his kingdom the pure doctrine ot the Gospel aooording 
to the Confession and Apology", according to the articles 
recently drawn up at Wittenberg, the Elector ooul.4 not 1.Jlagine 
what use it would be, either tor the King or his alllee to 
make a league or exchange ambassadors. 68 
Through all these dealiDgs Henry's plans appea:r to be 
oonsistent with his motives as described 1n the seoon4 seot.ion 
ot this theais. The Protestant position was honest aD4 
consistent throughout. For it was purely on questions of 
religion that they had been forced into opposition to tbe 
Emperor and they refused to becoma entangled in alliances 
based on any other grounds. But they were willing to oontina 
ef'torts at agreement with the English eTen though they 
appeared hopeless. The Elector wrote to the King aD4 urged 
a thorough reform of the English Church. He attempted to 
have an embassy appointed to visit England• but sime most 
of' the princes and cities were averse to a111 union with the 
King o't England, the attempt was truitless. 
,. Period o't 153V 
The Ten Articles wre passed on July 11, 153&. In Augast 
Cromwell issued injunctions t.o entoroe their obsenanoe. 
Henry no longer gaTe a thought to th~ princes and his proaiaea 
ot 1536. The queens who had cause all the trouble wn dea4 
aD4 the way to an Imperial alliance was open asain. "Henry 
68. Jacobs, op. cit. p. 72. 
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resumed his role ot arbitrator between lranoe an4 Spain; 1n 
other words, he seized every opportunitJ to set them at •ar-
ianoe, so that he might rule in peaoe.n69 
Meanwhile the princes wondered what was happeDing. The 
ambassadors had returned to Engl.and with the Wittenberg Articles. 
Dr. Barnes wrote in June, 1536, advising ldelanohton not to 
visit England at that time. Some began ·to accuse Fox ot a 
lie., for the King seemed not at all to welo·ome ·- the doctrinal. 
suggestions. On .July 12, the Elector "signified to the Lancl-
grave his solicitude0 '10 and wanted to send someone to _go to 
Engl.and to discover what was wrong. On September 1, Melanohton 
penned a letter for the Elector, addressed to the King rem1D4-
1I18 him ot the negotiations •hat had ended at Irrankf.ort and 
asking that they be informed of his reactions to "the articles 
oonoerning doctrine on which the legates and the Wittenberg 
theologians had a~reed.'ll Undoubtedly these letters we.re 
not as 1ntluent1al as the politieal ~t~ern ot 1538 in moring 
Henry to take up the negotiations again. ~ranee and tbs 
~pire had concluded a t ruoe in November, 1S3'1, an4 the 4angerou 
all.1.ance agains~ England threatened again • . 
69. Constant , _sm .• ill.• P• 412. 
'10. Strype, .211• .£11-. p. 355. 
'11. J acobs, 1m• .Qll.. p. 119. 
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a. Negotiations of 1538: 
Henry began the moves with a OODOill1ator, letter OD 
January/2, 1538. In the latter part ot lebruar, he sent 
Christopher Mount· to the League meeting at Brunanriok, suggeat-
iigthat now the time had arrived tor sending the delegate. 
The Protestant's made up an embassy ot l'ranoia Bumbard, George 
a Boyueburg, and Frederick tqconius. "The Ter, oonat1tu't1on 
ot the Commission showed that it was not antloipated to a4-
m.1 t or any compromises. n72 Not that HeDrf didn't t17 to p.!n 
a compromise. 'llhen Gardiner saw the particular proposals 
the Germans were making, he advised "to press the King to 
finish first a civil league with th•, and to lee.Te those 
particulars concerning religion to ·be atterwards treated of. n?S 
That Henry hoped to accomplish the abandoning ot the theologioal 
discussions is shown by the way he informed the French ambass-
' 
,()lor or their presence -- "they are here to torm. some detenaift 
alliance tor the first- to be assailed tor not obeying the Pope."'• 
Be received the delegation very: cordiallJ', honorillg them 
with the embrace ot a King, Three bishops and tour dootora 
ot divinity represented the EJlS].ish side, and Dr. Barnes was 
assigned by the king a place in the oonterence on the Lutheran 
side. The King stated at the outset that there were certain 
point.a of the Augsburg Confession ot which he die! not agree an4 
?2. laoobs, .Qn. • .2J.i.• p. 130. 
?3. Burnet i-;--407, .Qll• .2ll.• 
?.ft. Constant,.. ~· ~. p. 413n. 
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that he hoped ~he platform could be made broad enough to 
permit the King of li'rance to Join. 
The delegates began at onoe to deliberat.e on the basis ot 
the articles · of the Augsburg Contesaion. Thq were not long 
in agreeing on the doctrinal points., substani1a1 union banna 
already been reached in 1536. 'l'hey used the result ot thoae 
oonf'erences, the Vlittenberg Articles, which they had brought 
along by order of the Elector, as a basis tor their theologioal 
discussion. 75 There was nothing said about abusea in those 
articles, however; and so the Lutherans wanted to oon'tinm 
with the Confession and take up the articles on Abuses. They 
were backed by Cranmer, but the King waa backing the Bishops 
who Wanted to go on in to a discussion Of the 881'8D 880ramlDUe 
Two things bothered the Ki11g. It the oonterenoea went on 
at that rate, they would soon have approved the whole Oon:teaaion 
and he would be required to change his newly won Church into 
a branch of the Lutherans. It he let them loose on the abuses 
and rites of the Church. they would surely vote to obange 
them, and "to devout bu.t tundamenta)J irreligious men. lib 
Henry VIII~ •• rites and ceremonies are a great oonsolation."96 
Be wanted not:p.ing changed., His \'lhole scheme to break ap this 
oonrerence appears in ·a 1•tter written by Cranmer to 01"0Jlll9ll 
. . 
at this time; 
75. 
?6. 
Constant, 52,P.2 ..QU.. P• .u,. 
A. F. Pollard,.}lim:, VIII, P• 288. 
"And where that the orators ot Germany,. 
when they granted to te.rrr one month, required 
that we sb.ould go forth in »,eir book,. and 
entreat of abuses, so that the same might 
be set forth in writing as the •1ther artiolea 
are: I have since etfeot1ously moTad the 
Bishops thereto, but they have made me tbia 
answer; that they know that the King's grace 
hath taken upon himself to answer the said. 
orators in that behalf and thereof a book 
is already devised by the King's majesty; 
and therefore they will not med4le with the 
abuses, lest they should nite therein con-
trary to that the king shall write. \'ihen-
fore they have required me to entreat now 
lol 
of the sacraments ot matrimony, orders, con-
firmation, c)..nd extreme unction; wherein they 
know certainly that the Germanys will not 
agree with us, except it be in matrimony only. 
"So that I perceive that the bishops seek 
only an occasion to break the concord; aaaming 
your lordship I that . nothing shall be done 
unless the King's grace's special ocmmand-
ment be untol us therein directed. 'Hor they 
manifestly see that they cannot detend the 
abuses, and yet they would in no wise grant 
unto them." 7'/ 
So Henry oausel this e1':fort to tail. The agreement on 
usages was never reaohed since "the King, unlike Cranmer was 
not disposed to go so far on the road to Wittenberg. n78 
The German d:el.egates finally ~eturned to . their hoMa deolarimg 
that a union was impossible "unl_,ss the English would consent 
to abandon three heads of papal idolat?'Y', printe •aaes. en-
toroed ol.erioal. celibacy, and the restriction ot the oommmdon 
in both kinds to the priesthood."79 
77. Burnet, 22• ~. Vol VI, p. 16,. 
78. Maokinnon, S!J?.• cit .. Vol. oz;. P• 35-6. 
79. Fisher, .2:12.• cit. p. 165. 
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Another reason the delegates were eagor to lean waa the 
lodging Henry provided tor them. It was one ot Luther'• com-
plaints against Henry's eavoys to Wittenberg in 1530 that 
they wasted so much time while being ted and housed at gnat 
expense to the Elector; and now when it was Henry's turn to 
P&.7 back that hospitality, he housed them 1n a rat inteatect 
room right above an evil smelling kitchen. This, added to the 
111 health of Myconius and the hopelessness ot further talking 
with a KiDg who was trifling causal them to leaTe after tiYe 
months or conferenoe.80 The King took Yer, polite lea•• or 
them and invited them to return. They gave the King a loag 
letter on August 5 as they prepared to depart oondemu1ng the 
abuses they had not been permitted to discuss. The aeeda or 
these reports and of the unofficial Thirteen Articles which 
developed at the London Conference bore t'llllt 1n later Anglio.-i 
confessions. 
A tew months artier the embassy had returned Melanohton wrote 
to Henry, agai_n urging him to undertake a more extensiTe re-
torm and to remove the Roman impiety trom the church. "But 
the King of England no longer had an, taith in a dootrlDal 
understanding. He gave ·up all ideas or enter!Dg the Smal.oaltio 
League and turned his thoughts to a purely political alliance 
with the German princes. His marriage to Ann ot Clnee ha4 no 
other purpose. n81 
so. 
81. 
Pollard, 2.11• cit. p. 382. But of. Constant, .21!.• oit. 
p. 414, where "'tiie length is g1Ten as two mont1ii. 
Constant, JU?.• oit. p. 416. 
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9. Negotiations or 1539 
King Henry soon found that he could not attor4 to be ae 
indepen4ent as he might have wished.. Be aaw the peace between 
Francis and Char1es confirmed at Aigues Mortes in luly of 
1538 • The l?ope 's bull ot excommunication was launohed agaiJlst 
him in December. In Januaey, 1539; the two .continental Jdnga 
agreed not to treat further with England without aatual -oon-
sent. From February to Jlpril the League met with the Emperor 
at 1''ranktort-on-the-Ma1n.. As soon as Cromwell noticed Charles 
and Francis coming to an agreement he began the negotiatiou 
with Ann of Cleves tor a Smalcaldic marriage • . Those matters 
appear in 1540, however. 
In 1539 Henry became uneasy lest the ~utherans should 
make up their differences with Pope and Emperor and troubled 
that they seemed to drop matters with England attar the failure 
ot 1538. He sent Christopher Mount- and fbomas Pay,1191 to 
Franktort to represent the English cause and to tell the Pro-
.. 
testants "that the King took it- in eldl. part that they wat about. 
auoh a matter as a treatJ with the lnperor without hill • .ea 
... 
Though the princes said trankl7 that there was no purpose 1n 
negotiations unless there had been a ohange in __ Henry' a 
rel.1g1ous pol.icfr two civilians were appointed to oonter ror 
a militar., a.U1ance in case they were attaoked by the •-
enemy. 83 'l'hey went to England trom Frankfort on April 23• 
82. Strype, · 21?.• .9.U.. p. 522. 
88. Jacobs, ~. oit. p. 149. 
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betore the assembly had adjourned, togllther with Jloant aD4 
Paynel • The two English ambassadors reported the Elector ant 
Landgrave were still regarding the King with trienclah1p, bat 
were also somewhat disgusted that he did not nove against 
abuses. From the princes they brought a message to Cromwell 
"that the league evangelic w~s stedf'ast, and that they would 
die rather than give it up. They looked shortl7, that either 
one part or the other would have the upper hand. 8' 
Cromwell,. who was at this time el.so working tor the Clne 
marriage, told the King "that he waa assured ·that the 00111.Dg 
... . 
or those orators from the Ge~s would be tormidable to the 
Bishop of' •'ome and other his alherents; not· doubt111g, but it 
his majesty would join with them, the Papists, in h18 ~ gment. 
woUl.d be half' in despair. n85 
Strype gives a list of' articles purportedl7 oompuecl by the 
German divines at this time to indicate how tar theJ' would 
go over to the Catholic side. Jacobs, however, asserts that 
it is a ~orged document.86 Aotually"a two dayrl conterenoe in 
Cromwell's residence, May 16-18, showed. tbat no ~ement 
was possible. nS7 The threat of inTasion was gone by l.1q 1. 
Gardiner persuade.d the King that it he sbould Join with 
the Protestants, an alliance would be tofaed by the lrenoh 
King• the Emperor, the Slots and the Pope against him, an4 
86. 
85. 
86. 
8'1. 
Strype , .22• ,gjl • p. 52,. 
r,14. p.524-525. . 
aoobs, .22• ill• l59tt. 
Ibid. P• 150 
civil tumuJ.ts and insurrections would arise at hmae. 88 So 
political expediency governed the negotiations ot 1~!9 as or 
all the others. 
Now came the developments which finally completed the breaoh. 
On May 16 Norfolk began the discussions in Parliament that 
ended in the"Act for Abolishing Diversities or Opinions." 
It was passed 1n June. There Y1as nothing more tor the deJ.agatea 
to do• Melanohton v,rote a long letter ot protest; the Witten-
berg faculty declared that since the King was obviously acting 
against his conscience "we do not think it is our duty to 
instruct him anew, but v1e ought to abide by the rule or Paul 
which teaches that the adversaries should be admonished twice 
and if that do not help, they should be shunned as those who 
are guilty of acting aginst conscience. Such admonition haa 
already been given."88 
10-. Final Contacts 1540-1545 
Henry's marriage with Ann, desoribed 1D the tirst aectionl 
although it was designed to set the seal ot reoono1111ation 
on the relations between King and League, aotuall.7 had the 
opposite e:r:reot. The divorce with which it ended •ant the tall 
or Cromwell and the rise to power of a more Catholio party in 
England. The whole marriage scheme had been ~n Cromwll 'a part 
89 
a final attempt to retrieve ad esign that was al.moat loat. 
ea.Jacobs,. .2.E.• ~. p. 154. 
at.Burnet,. 2.E..• 2.U,. Vol. I. 410. 
When that a. ttempt failed, so did the whole retol"llatlon dea1gn. 
For Cromwell was no longer in the court to preaa the Proteataa, 
a111a.nce and the prino es were so off'ende4 at the cliaaolu\lon 
ot the King's marriage to Ann of Cleves that thq 4r6ppe4 u-
gotlat1ons. Henry himself was convinced that no serlows ooall t.1on 
need be feared between those two irreconoilable adTe~ea, 
Charles and Frances, and resumed his former poliq. Be fol."IIK)4 
an a111ance with Charles in 1543 and invaded France 1n 15'4. 
As mentioned before1 a final attempt at alliance with tbe 
Smalcaldic League arose after Charle• had made a separate peaoe 
with France and left ~ngland fighting to make saae profit traa 
a useless war. · "Henry again entered into negotiatlona with the 
lutheran princes, ·but without allowing than to uoeroise an~ 
. 90 
religious inf'luence over the Church of Engl.and." Walter 
Bueler and Christopher W~ unt were sent to Germany with in-
structions believed to be dated about J.i'c>vember 1,, 114'&. It 
the matter ot religion were brought up, theJ' were to proteu 
"that there is no Prince nor man in the world that des1reth 
more the glory of God and .rmaneth more the true setting tonh 
or His Word than we do. tt9l They were alao to turn the Vgit\t 
editions ot the Augsburg Confession ot 1540 and lM2 to the 
King's tavor by claiming they wer,e an aoknowlectgment tbat llem7 
had been in the right throughout all the negotiationa 1D olaia-
90. Constant, .QR.• .£U,. p. 424. 
91. Jacobs, 2.ll• a1t• p. 194. 
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1ng that the Augsburg Contesaion was too striot. 
'1'he Lutherans on their part were eager tor an · alliance 
with Engl.and. The Counoil ot Trent was moving agalnat their 
doctrine. Charles had concluded a truce with the Pope, raille4 
an army and arranged a peaoe with the Turk~ lie was setting 
on toot old quarrels with some of the prinoea. The Proteatanta 
saw that it Henry kept France busy by oontinuing the war, 
Charles would have nothing hindering him trom destroying th-. 
They sent ambassadors to the French and English count to 
attempt a peace mediation. But although Oranmer tried to 
support them, they lacked a Cromwell. He-D17 was pro"YOked at 
French treatment and would not restore Boulogne, without which 
the French ref used to settle a jle:aoe •. 
At the convention of the League at Franktort in lan11817, 
1546, Henry was urged to declare before tµl t.be wrld tbat 
he did not acknowledge the, authority ot the Couno11 ot Trent, 
but his un1onist1c proposals were rejected. Both e14•• we-re 
still eager tor an a.lliance, however, and ·HeDlT proposed a 
"League Christian". The Lutheran.a:: should seleot a group or 
ten or twe.lve le·arned mea ot whom he would ohooae a t,w to 
oonter with upon religion. H&DIT was at this tble girlng ~ 
sideration to a number ot reforms 1a ritual and 4ootr1ne, aD4 
letters were ready to sign. But 1n the end he retusect. Bia 
reasons were typical ot all Henry's personal attitudes towan 
religion and the Smaloaldio League I the same reaaona that -4• 
ne 
him give up this last attempt at union and surrender the 
princes to the Smaloaldio uar which broke out early in the 
summer: he felt that Gardiner was right when he warned "tllat 
8llY innovation in religious matters in Eng].and~ •• would iaperll 
· those peace negotiat ions on which he was engaged, .and leave 
him., perhaps, without a friend upon t.he continent.n92 
Henry- VIII was negotiating with the ~caldio League 
almost to his daath. I-~ is evidence ot his motive throughout 
the negotiations.1 that he had. no definite convictions on the 
religious questions involved even in this last contact. His 
lack ot interest in the fundamental. religious quea.tions in-
volved left hin1 allergic to any change, and yet 011t of polloy 
for a now treaty, he was l"lilling to discuss and moclity. Only 
on January 28, 1547, was it certain that Henr., VIII, "Deten4er 
ot the Faith", but more :linportant to himself, "Supreme React 
in Earth ot the Church in England," would make no new move 
tor an alliance. 
92. Gairdner, .212.• ill,. p. 239. 
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